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To all the Citizens of Benton County:
Benton County staff, citizen advisory members, and elected officials all share one key
ipterest: we want to effectively respond to the needs, issues, and expectations of our
community. To assess Benton County government performance and provide a basis for
improvement and accountability, we organized a strategic planning effort to outline the
crucial ingredients for success.
Our plan clarifies our mission, responsibilities, and principles, and establishes a long-range
vision. It focuses on results with measurable benchmarks. Current and future realities were
considered to enable out organization to respond with effective strategies and decision
making- to learn from our experiences.
The Benton County Strategic Plan is a tool to guide our responses to changing conditions
and events. The plan promotes more participation and consultation within our organization.
We will use it to:
+

improve service to our customers,

+

clarify what our organization does and why WEf do it,

+

establish priorities,

+

improve planning, problem-solving, and decision making at all levels,

+

encourage innovation, entrepreneurial actions, and creative collaboration with other
public and private organizations, and

+

measure our progress toward meeting these goals.

In the years ahead, please join us in assessing our effectiveness as we continuously work
towards our goal: Making Benton County a better place to live.

~S2
Kent Daniels, Chair

Pam Folts
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PART ONE

Plan Summary
Strategic Planning
Strategic planning forms the framework that explains what Benton County government can and
should be doing, why it does what it does, and how it is doing it. The Benton County Strategic
Plan is the long-term operations guide that will enable our organization to match its
performance to the community's needs and expectations. The plan identifies strategic issues
which represent either opportunities or threats and influence the effectiveness of the
organization.
Because citizens are the primary users, it is strongly tied to the community. We recognize and
respond to issues and opportunities identified by community and organization-based strategic
plans, such as Yes For Kids/ Commission of Children and Families, West Corvallis Planning Task
Force, Willamette Criminal Justice Council, and rural Benton County community plans.
The plan brings the county organization together to pursue a shared vision, to gather
information, make assessments, explore alternatives and develop a basis for strategic,
coordinated response. The results are action-oriented, broad-scaled and comprehensive.
Benton County government is already facing decreasing state and federal funds, decreasing
timber-related revenues, and increasing costs for service delivery (see Past and Projected
Financial Resources in the Appendix). Future state and federal legislation may require additional
services of county government without the necessary funding. We feel a sense of urgency to
respond to the many projects and programs already in existence. The balance between costs and
adequate level of services is constantly at risk. A consistent issue-oriented framework and
methodology is needed with which to react and initiate a set of responses or activities. Strategic
planning provides that framework.

Plan Structure
Central to the plan are the mission, values, responsibilities, guiding principles, and our vision for
the future of Benton County government. Also in the plan are the strategies for reaching our
vision; and methods for implementing, monitoring, and reporting our progress. The Benton
County Strategic Plan is an organizational plan that outlines:
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•

how and why county government operates;

•

what key issues and trends influence our performance;

•

what strategies will be used to address important issues;

•

a prioritized short list of strategies; and

•

a method for allocating financial resources and measuring results.

PLAN SUMMARY •:•

An analysis of community needs and county government activities was performed to identify

issues and opportunities. Goals, objectives, and strategies were developed to address these
issues. Strategies have been prioritized for the first two years of implementation. Action
workplans to address 12 top strategies are being developed (see Workplan Supplement).

BENTON COUNTY MISSION
AND VISION STATEMENTS

The mission is the overall purpose and reason for our organization's existence. Values reflect the
beliefs and standards considered important to the Benton county community and organization;
its values have direct bearing on public policy and the overall direction of the organization.
Guiding principles indicate the manner in which we should conduct our business and respond
to our constituents and clients. Responsibilities represent the legal and moral obligations of the
whole Benton county government organization. Vision describes the ideal image of what the
organization should look like in the future when it achieves its full potential.
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Mission
MISSION: MAKING BENTON COUNTY A BETTER PLACE TO LIVEBENTON COUNTY GOVERNMENT BRINGS TO ITS CITIZENRY
THE AUTHORITY, STRUCTURE, AND SERVICES TO RESPOND TO
PUBLIC CONCERNS AND OPPORTUNITIES AND
PROVIDE A MEANS FOR LOCAL DECISION-MAKING.
OVERARCHING GOAL: PROMOTE A SAFE AND NURTUR1NG ENVIRONMENT
WHERE FAMILIES AND INDMDUALS CAN THRIVE AND PROSPER.

Values
People

Our ability to accomplish our mission depends upon our people. From the people served to those who serve, people are the source of our strength and our vitality.
Respect

All citizens and employees are important contributors. We treat one another
with respect, care, and integrity.
Openness

If we are true to our mission, we must remain open to challenge, debate, and
change.
Community

We enjoy a special place with unique assets and relationships among people.
The continuing enjoyment and celebration of these tangible and intangible assetsdepends on maintaining pride in and commitment to our community.
Self-Government
Our mission is based on the right of people to govern themselves through the
democratic process. Elected and appointed representatives, entrusted with the
powers and responsibilities of the home-rule charter, are protectors and guarantors of that right and pro cess.
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Guiding Principles
•

Responsiveness, open communication, and shared knowledge with the people we serve is
essential to accomplish our mission.

•

Flexibility, prioritization, creativity, and continuous improvement are essential to our
continued success.

•

We have an obligation to the people we serve to provide them the opportunity to
strengthen their social and economic well-being. We are committed to equality for all.

•

The security, safety and health of people is a fundamental concern of county government,
accomplished by sharing and coordinating with other agencies, organizations and
individuals.

•

Our responsibility includes the prudent and socially responsible investment, stewardship,
and conservation of resources entrusted to our management.

•

Where possible, we will give priority to preventive rather than remedial measures or
programs.

•

Program decisions should reflect a commitment to quality and durability rather than
expediency and short-term advantage. We recognize that in some cases a short-term
disadvantage may provide a long-term advantage.

•

Together, we will create and maintain a work environment that utilizes the full intellectual
capabilities of all Benton County employees, instills respect among and between all
employees, fosters open and continuing communication, and develops teamwork. Our
work environment will encourage learning, challenge all to perform to the best of their
abilities, and equitably compensate for quality service.
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Responsibilities
Community Leadership
• Provides county-wide leadership and promotes a strong sense of community and citizen
action.
•

Works in partnership with various public and private organizations to improve
coordination, cooperation, and collaboration and deliver effective services directly to the
people.

•

Fosters a supportive atmosphere of respect for others.

County Management & Governing Systems
• Promotes continuous improvement and enhanced performance of all county staff and
processes.
•

Ensures a democratic process and leadership on a local level through elections and public
hearings.

•

Administers property valuation, taxation, and revenue disbursement for all local taxing
districts.

•

Acts as administrative and service branch of the state.

Infrastructure & Community Resources
• Provides for orderly growth and manages the capacity and standards for public and private
development, integrated rural utilities, and transportation systems.
•

Provides access to and use of county facilities. Conserves and promotes the natural
aesthetic quality and historic, cultural, and recreational resource base of the area.

Human Services, Health and Safety
• Addresses relevant social needs of those whose conditions are impacted by age, race,
poverty, health, disability, and abuse.
•

Promotes mental, physical, and communitywellness and well-being.

•

Protects citizens of all ages against public health threats from disease and hazardous
substances.

•

Ensures the safety of persons and property from acts of crime and negligence and at times
of accident and disaster.

•

Utilizes preventive and corrective systems to encourage safe and productive communities.

•

Promotes opportunities for economic prosperity and diversification.
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Vision
Our Community

As Benton County grows more diverse and urbanized, Benton County government will be a leader in fostering community livability, and the individual rights
of people to govern themselves through the democratic process. County officials
will develop the necessary tools to handle a broad array of complex public issues
and be flexible and creative in adapting to changing needs, events, and circumstances. The citizens of Benton County will view county government as compassionate, well-organized, collaborative and operating within the law. Benton
County government will help maintain one of the safest, healthiest, and ec onomically stable county environments in the State of Oregon.
Our Partnerships

In carrying out our decision-making and problem-solving responsibilities, the
public good of our citizenry is paramount. Benton County government will take
leadership in promoting systems thinking and shared responsibilities with other
units of government. The coordination of authority among and between local,
state, and national levels of government and the influences of public policy will
be considered thoughtfully and cautiously.
Our Organization
Benton County government will be committed to working as one unified organization to respond to public concerns and achieve goals. Innovation, creativity,
cost efficiency, and improvement will continue to be encouraged. Coordination,
cooperation, and collaboration will be the norm. County employees will respect
each other, and strive for excellence in all that they do. Employees will work to
their full potential; their value and support recognized for the contribution that
it makes to the success of the organization. Citizens will trust the administration,
value our work, and support our efforts. As guardians on the public's behalf,
Benton County government will continually add value to the lives of a growing
population and its sense of community.
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GOALS

MISSION: MAKING BENTON COUNI'Y A BEITER PlACE TO LIVEOVERARCHING GOAL: PROMOTE A SAFE AND NURTURING ENVIRONMENT
WHERE FAMILIES AND INDMDUALS CAN THRIVE AND PROSPER.

To reach our vision, our mission and our overarching goal, a total of 4 goals and 20
objectives address issues that arise from economic and social conditions, citizen or
legal mandates, funding constraints, technology advances, and management practices. The goals and objectives map out how our organization will work to respond
to strengths and weaknesses within our organization, and opportunities and threats
found in our communities.

GOAL I.

BE RESPONSIVE AND ACCOUNTABLE TO OUR CITIZENS.

(Community Leadership Goal)
GOAL II.

CREATE AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT ORGANIZATION AND UTILIZE THE
SKILLS AND INTELLECTUAL CAPABILffiES OF ALL EMPLOYEES.

(County Management And Governing Systems Goal)
GOAL III.

IMPROVE PlANNING EFFORTS TO BAlANCE GROWI'H, DEVELOPMENT, AND
QUALITY OF LIFE.

(Infrastructure And Community Resources Goal)
GOAL IV.

DEVELOP AND SUPPORT ACTIVITIES THAT ADDRESS BASIC NEEDS,
PROMOTE HEALTH AND SAFETY, AND INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES IN
EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT.

(Human Services, Health And Safety Goal)
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

MISSION: MAKING BENTON COUNTY A BEITER PlACE TO LIVEOVERARCHING GOAL: PROMOTE A SAFE AND NURTURING ENVIRONMENT
WHERE FAMIUES AND INDIVIDUALS CAN THRIVE AND PROSPER.

GOAL I.

BE RESPONSIVE AND ACCOUNTABLE TO OUR CITIZENS.
(Community Leadership Goal)

OBJECTIVES
A.

Implement methods to ensure an open, informed dialogue with the public.

B.

Promote systems thinking, improved communications, collaboration, and
partnerships to plan and deliver services.

C.

Promote an environment of respect for people, their ideas, similarities, and
differences.

GOAL IT.

CREATE AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT ORGANIZATION AND
UTILIZE THE SKILLS AND INTELLECTUAL CAPABILITIES OF ALL
EMPLOYEES.
(County Management And Governing Systems Goal)

OBJECTIVES
A.

Implement the Benton County Strategic Plan.

B.

Provide opportunities for employees to continuously improve the workplace and
foster a supportive work environment.

C.

Improve service delivery and public/customer satisfaction.

D. Implement strategies which will enhance fiscal management.
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MISSION: MAKING BENTON COUNTY A BETTER PlACE TO LIVEOVERARCHING GOAL: PROMOTE A SAFE AND NURTURING ENVIRONMENT
WHERE FAMIUES AND INDIVIDUALS CAN THRIVE AND PROSPER.

GOAL II.

CREATE AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT ORGANIZATION AND
UTILIZE 1HE SKILLS AND INTELLECTUAL CAPABILITIES OF ALL
EMPLOYEES.
(County Management And Governing Systems Goal)

OBJECTIVES & ACTIONS

A

B.

C.

Implement the Benton County Strategic Plan
1.

Involve employees in implementation, evaluation, and monitoring through
orientations and suggestion efforts.

2.

Update and implement, with department involvement, our communication plan
to share knowledge and information about county government services.

3.

Create a strategic plan team (SP'I) to provide ongoing oversight.

4.

Develop quality and volume performance measures (inputs, outputs, outcomes)
at department, division, and program levels of the organization.

5.

Institute at least one performance measure for every critical process.

Provide opportunities for employees to continuously improve the workplace and
foster a supportive work environment. Implement the Benton County Strategic Plan
1.

Improve innovation, creative improvements, and entrepreneurial efforts.

2.

Provide opportunities for professional growth, technical training, and flexible work
schedules.

3.

Continuously refine performance classifications and fair compensation for every
employee.

4.

Provide a safe workplace.

5.

Implement quality and leadership initiatives.

Improve service delivery and public/customer satisfaction.
1.

Implement quality and leadership initiatives.

2.

Provide the tools and financial resources to successfully complete management
strategies.

3.

Adopt technologies that improve service access and delivery and train employees to use
them.
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D. Implement strategies which will enhance fiscal management.
1.

Review County financial policies and continuously examine and improve the fiscal
planning process.

2.

Develop a process oflong-term financial management planning to project
resource allocation needs for strategic goals and departmental budgets.

3.

Create a system to prioritize County activities and the use of unrestricted general fund
monies.

4.

Develop a system of accountability that is tied to benchmarks and performance
measures.
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MISSION: MAKING BENTON COUNTY A BEITER PlACE TO LIVEOVERARCHING GOAL: PROMOTE A SAFE AND NURTURING ENVIRONMENT
WHERE FAMILIES AND INDMDUALS CAN THRIVE AND PROSPER.

GOAL lli.

IMPROVE PLANNING EFFORTS TO BALANCE GROW1H,
DEVELOPMENT, AND QUALITY OF LIFE.
(Infrastructure And Community Resources Goal)

OBJECTIVES & ACTIONS
A.

Plan for and support the orderly development of Benton County.
I. Create new urban fringe agreements with the cities of Corvallis, Philomath, and Albany.
2. Complete area specific land use plans for prioritized urban fringe and outlying areas.

B. Coordinate and support efficient regional transportation systems.
I. Update County Transportation Plan with an emphasis on public involvement and inter-agency

cooperation.
2. Establish appropriate mechanism for funding needed road and transportation improvements.

3. Provide for planned alternate modes of transportation in construction projects.
4. Develop policies which reduce vehicle miles traveled per capita
C. Steward and systematically fund infrastructure improvements.
1.

Establish appropriate mechanisms for funding needed facility improvements.

2. Create an automated and integrated information system to manage infrastructure.

D. Maintain and improve the quality of our natural environment.
1. Define and establish Benton County's role in maintaining and improving the quality of our
natural resources.
E.

Identify, preserve, and provide for use significant natural, cultural, historic, and recreational
resources.
1. Develop and adopt comprehensive trail and parks system plan.
2. Prepare access plan for public facilities and resources.

3. Develop and adopt a business plan for the Fairgrounds.
4. Participate in improving rural access to library services.
5. Promote opportunities for cultural involvement.
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MISSION: MAKING BENfON COUNfY A BEITER PlACE TO LIVEOVERARCHING GOAL: PROMOTE A SAFE AND NURTURING ENVIRONMENT
WHERE FAMILIES AND INDMDUALS CAN THRIVE AND PROSPER.

GOAL IV.

DEVELOP AND SUPPORT ACTMTIES THAT ADDRESS BASIC NEEDS,
PROMOTE HEALTH AND SAFETY, AND INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES IN
EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT.
(Human Services, Health And Safety Goal)

OBJECTIVES & ACTIONS
A.

Foster a community-wide system which promotes the well-being of children and youth.
1. Encourage system improvements outlined in the Yes For Kids/Commission on Children

and Families comprehensive plan.
2. Reduce child abuse and promote wellness through efforts such as a county-wide Healthy

Start program.
3. Provide (or assure the provision of) appropriate family planning and prenatal care.
4. Increase parent education, family life skills programs, and mentoring programs.
5. Increase the availability of affordable quality child care.
6. Facilitate school-based health services.
7. Collaborate with the schools and other agencies in reducing substance abuse, juvenile
crime, and school failure rates.
B. Promote conditions of good health and prevent disease within the community and
environment.
1. Develop initiatives that assess and address the quality and quantity of groundwater, outdoor

air, and levels of radon.
2. Monitor and reduce the impacts of hazardous materials.

3. Assist households in addressing home health and safety problems (e.g., failing septic system or
contaminated drinking water).
4. Assist in providing low income people with the basic needs of shelter, food, clothing, and
medical care.
5. Provide for surveillance of communicable diseases and contain disease outbreaks.
6. Promote immunization of all children.
7. Develop substance abuse prevention and reduction services as needed.
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C. Assist individuals and families in crisis or at risk, and dependent populations.
1. Provide appropriate facilities and treatment services for victims of crime and violence.
2. Improve access to health and crisis services.

3. Combine and coordinate agency resources to assess and address conditions of
substance abuse.
4. Improve the availability of facilities and treatment services for the chronically mentally
ill and developmentally disabled.
5. Improve mental health, intervention and treatment services for at-risk youth and
juvenile offenders.
D. Facilitate the availability of livable and affordable housing.
1. Assist in planning and development of a variety of housing options by coordinating

with other governments, non-profit agencies, and the private sector.
2. Facilitate non-institutionalliving programs (e.g., for the disabled, elderly).

3. Explore and facilitate a rural Benton County affordable housing program for low and
moderate income people.
4. Facilitate programs to upgrade substandard housing.
R

Protect the public from chronic or dangerous adult and juvenile offenders.
1. Identify, apprehend, and restrain dangerous offenders who injure or seriously
traumatize others.
2. Identify, apprehend, and discipline chronic offenders who commit large numbers of

property, drug, and public order crimes.
3. Provide adequate facilities (i.e., secure jail and detention space) to incarcerate
dangerous offenders.
4. Provide appropriate facilities, sanctions, and treatment services to control or effectively
reduce recidivism, (repeat offenses - continued illegal acts by paroled offenders).
F.

Promote and support efficient and coordinated public safety and criminal justice
practices.
1. Develop and implement appropriate system improvements as outlined by the

Willamette Criminal Justice Council.
2. Explore County-wide feasibility of fully-integrated community policing and develop
neighborhood crime reduction strategies.
3. Identify and utilize appropriate integrated data systems (e.g., computer linkages for
reporting information and disposition) and other technological equipment
advancements within and between related agencies.
4. Identify and coordinate related areas of responsibility to increase effectiveness and
eliminate unnecessary duplicated efforts.
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G. Reduce death, injury, and property damage from accidents and disasters.
1. Continue to implement successful traffic safety programs.
2. Improve and/or eliminate unsafe road and driving conditions.

3. Adopt and implement emergency Response strategies.
4. Coordinate and adopt development policies that assure adequate emergency response
for new residences.
H. Promote a vital economy with adequate employment, educational, and job training
opportunities.
1. Facilitate economic diversification in rural areas through community planning
2. Stimulate creation of family wage jobs through business assistance and workforce

training efforts.
3. Assist communities for business expansion with infrastructure.
4. Identify and encourage opportunities for work experience training such as internships.
5. Lobby State Legislature for local public dollars.
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PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION

During the plan's development, there were several points of internal and external review. All fulltime county employees, as well as community leaders, business professionals, civic organization
representatives, and interested citizens were surveyed for their opinions and perspectives.
Contact was made through a mix of staff briefings, management worksessions, advisory
committee presentations, community meetings, newsletter articles, and a series of questionnaires.
Citizens and staff can now join in the plan's implementation by:
•

participating on a Strategic Plan Action Team to develop alternative approaches and
project steps;

•

providing updated information on community or county government trends, issues, and
opportunities to keep our data current;

•

responding to future requests for feedback at staff meetings or public meetings, and future
questionnaires or surveys;

•

joining citizen advisory committees or process improvement teams; or

•

letting an elected official, manager, or staff member know how well you feel county
government is working.
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PART TWO

Assessing Priority
Objectives & Actions
Priority objectives and actions outline the most pressing or most promising opportunities for
significant improvement. Objectives identify the efforts needed to carry out our goals. Actions are
the specific steps needed to accomplish our objectives. Together, they lead our organization in the
direction of its vision.
The purpose for undertaking this pro cess is to:
+

improve service to our customers,

•

clarify what our organization does and why we do it,

•

establish priorities,

•

improve planning, problem-solving, and decision making at all levels,

•

encourage innovation, entrepreneurial actions, and creative collaboration with other
public and private organizations, and

•

measure our progress toward meeting these goals.

BACKGROUND
The Strategic Plan identifies four major goals, 20 objectives, and 81 actions. Together they form a
framework for how we can successfully manage our multi-faceted operation- how we can plan
for and respond to conditions and events and still maintain our sense of purpose. In this way, we
can become more visible to our communities, constituents, and clientele, letting them know
what we intend to do and how we're progressing in accomplishing the goals.
The goals, objectives, and actions that follow represent the varied aspects of Benton County
government- our leadership, management and governing systems; our involvement in human
services, health and the safety of individuals and families; and our responsibility for maintaining
the county's infrastructure and for oversight of development within our community.
These strategies map out how Benton County will respond to juvenile crime, to our natural
environment, to development concerns and to social conditions in rural areas. They articulate
the need for accountability and trust in government, employee training needs, the influence of
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advancing technology within the workplace, participatory management practices, and other
emerging issues.
In some cases, the objectives do not encompass all existing services and management support
activities currently being provided. The plan, instead, is issue-oriented. It focuses on most critical
areas forming a strategic response to present and emerging conditions. The strategic plan,
therefore, is different than a long-range comprehensive plan which takes in all aspects of an
organization's activities.
Employees, citizen advisory committee members, and other community representatives reviewed
and prioritized a draft of Benton County's mission, vision, issues, and goals/ objectives. A direct
mail questionnaire requested the respondent's perceptions and impressions of the draft
materials and a ranking of goals/ objectives. Fifty percent responded, and the responses ranged in
scope and interest. Most community members were unaware of the range of county
government's responsibilities. Responses to the materials were used to develop the strategic plan.

Priority Actions
The Benton County Strategic Plan covers a 10-year planning cycle from 1995 to 2005. The plan is
entered into at a time when managing resources and services will require a new level of
effectiveness. Strategic improvement within the organization will coordinate and prioritize
efforts and establish an enhanced system of fiscal management and accountability.
To focus energy and resources, two ranking approaches were used to evaluate and prioritize the
original20 objectives and 81 actions into a shorter list. The short list includes 12 priority areas
that will receive first attention, along with specific steps to accomplish the intended results.
A ranking was performed to evaluate the critical nature and degree of feasibility and value for
each action. This ranking was made internally by work groups comprised of a mix of department
heads, management, and frontline personnel. Actions were classified as must do, ought to do, or
want to do. Consideration was given to whether the action could be postponed for one to two
years or five to six years. The groups also considered whether the action related directly to the
county's mission and scope of responsibilities, was demonstrable, and could be measured.
Value and prioritization rankings were then made with all departments at staff meetings and
with community members at a special public meeting held at the LaS ells Stewart Center. At
these sessions, an overview was given of the plan elements to date. Participants then completed
individual prioritization worksheets of all20 objectives and 81 actions. A discussion period
followed to identify gaps and further discuss areas of interest or importance.
The short list priorities represent the value judgments made. The results provide a balanced
approach to selecting what services and organizational improvements can and should be made
to address strategic issues. The short list will be further developed into workplans and
implemented during the first two years of the strategic plan.
Below is a list of the first one to two year priorities organized in two district groupings;
external/service goals and internal/management goals.
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SERVICE PRIORITIES
MISSION: MAKING BENTON COUNTY A BETTER PlACE TO LIVEOVERARCHING GOAL: PROMOTE A SAFE AND NURTURING ENVIRONMENT
WHERE FAMILIES AND INDMDUAIS CAN THRIVE AND PROSPER.

Objectives and Corresponding Actions
Foster a commnnity-wide system which promotes the well-being of children and youth.
(Goal N, Objective A)
Collaborate with the schools and other agencies in reducing substance abuse, juvenile
crime, and school failure rates.
(Action 1)
Encourage system improvements outlined in the Yes For Kids/Commission on
Children & Families comprehensive plan.
(Action 7)
Protect the public from chronic or dangerous adult and juvenile offenders.
(Goal N, Objective E)
Identify, apprehend, and restrain dangerous offenders who injure or seriously
traumatize others.
(Action 1)
Promote an environment of respect for people, their ideas, similarities, and differences.
(Goal I, Objective C)
Tolerate no discrimination within the County organization by identifying and
supporting equal access/opportunity strategies.
(Action 3)
Promote conditions of good health and prevent disease within the community and environment.
(Goal N, Objective B)
Provide immunization of all children.
(Action 6)
Promote and support efficient and coordinated public safety and criminal justice practices.
(Goal N, Objective F)
Identify and coordinate related areas of responsibility to increase effectiveness, and
eliminate unnecessary duplicated efforts.
(Action4)
Plan for and support the orderly development of Benton County.
(Goal III, Objective A)
Complete area specific land use plans for prioritized urban fringe and outlying areas.
(Action 2)
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MANAGEMENT SUPPORT PRIORITIES
MISSION: MAKING BENTON COUNTY A BE'ITER PlACE TO LIVEOVERARCHING GOAL: PROMOTE A SAFE AND NURTURING ENVIRONMENT
WHERE FAMILIES AND INDMDUALS CAN THRIVE AND PROSPER.

Objectives and Corresponding Actions
Improve service delivery and public/customer satisfaction.
(Goal II, Objective C)
Adopt technologies that improve service access and delivery and train employees to use them.
(Action 1)
Implement quality and leadership initiatives.
(Actions 3)
Promote systems thinking, improved communications, collaboration, and partnerships to
plan and deliver services.
(Goal1, Objective B)
Constantly assess opportunities for consolidation or collaboration of service delivery.
(Action 1)
Promote systems thinking across all organizations (private, public, and non-profit).
(Action4)
Provide opportunities for employees to continuously improve the workplace and foster a
supportive work environment.
(Goal II, Objective B)
Provide a safe workplace.
(Action 2)
Provide opportunities for professional growth, technical training, and flexible work schedules.
(Action4)
Implement methods to ensure an open, informed dialogue with the public.
(Goal I, Objective A)
Collect citizen or service user information to provide direction for our actions.
(Action 1)
Utilize volunteers and interns as appropriate.
(Action4)
Implement strategies which will enhance fiscal management.
(Goal II, Objective D)
Develop a process oflong-term financial management planning to project resource
allocation needs for strategic goals and departmental budgets.
(Action 2)
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Develop a system of accountability that is tied to benchmarks and performance
measures.
(Action4)
Implement the Benton County Strategic Plan.
(Goal II, Objective A)

Involve employees in implementation, evaluation, and monitoring through
orientations and suggestion efforts.
(Action 1)
Develop quality and volume performance measures at department, division, and
program levels of the organization.
(Action 3)
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SHORT LIST PRIORITIES
DESCRIPTIONS

Service Priorities Described
Foster a community-wide system which promotes the well-being of children and
youth.
(Goal IV, Objective A)
Based on the comprehensive planning process for the Yes For Kids community initiative, Benton
County and a partnership of educators, non-profit organizations, and citizens has begun to
outline what is needed to enable all children to reach age 18 as healthy, educated, and welladjusted young adults. Yes for Kids! has adopted the following five benchmarks as priorities:
+

decrease child abuse

•

increase the number of children ready for kindergarten- ready to succeed in school

•

decrease teen pregnancy

+

reduce the juvenile crime rate

•

increase high school graduation rate

As a community, if we focus our efforts on these benchmarks, we will also positively affect other
significant problems, such as substance abuse. Research shows that prevention and early
intervention are effective and efficient in avoiding later problems. Interventions to help children
should begin in elementary and middle schools. Benton County agencies and organizations can
work together to address these issues in a cooperative way.
Teachers often identify children at risk of developing problems, but do not have resources
available to serve those children. A proposed mental health and substance-abuse prevention
program in the schools would bring full-time professional counselors into school buildings.

Protect the public from chronic or dangerous adult and juvenile offenders.
(Goal IV, Objective E)
To address the trend of increasing violence, we will make a concerted effort to identify the
sanctions, treatment services, and detention facilities needed to protect our citizens. While our
county is growing, we have the smallest capacity corrections facility of any county in the state;
and the number of law enforcement officers (i.e., state poli,ce and county deputies) working in
the county's rural areas has declined from 48 in 1973 to 38 in 1995, while incidents requiring
response have increased dramatically.
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An efficient and effective set of responses is required for investigation, identification, arrest,

conviction, and incarceration of dangerous adult and juvenile offenders. Work can be done in a
number of areas:
•

define areas of jurisdictional responsibility and coordination within and across county
bound aries,

+

determine needed county facilities for control and rehabilitation of offenders,

•

increase neighborhood policing/crime prevention programs to report and deter crime,

•

use early intervention to prevent gang development and growth,

•

encourage dispute resolution and assure that sufficient resources are allocated to youth
and families services,

•

provide adequate detention, counseling, parole, and probation of offenders, and

•

increase collaboration and cooperation among all agencies.

Promote an environment of respect for people, their ideas, similarities, and
differences.
(Goal I, Objective C)
We believe that all citizens and employees are important contributors; we treat one another with
respect, care, and integrity. To this end, we want to adequately prepare for continuing changes
in our population- to accept and value the differences among community members and coworkers.
The Benton County Ethnic Diversity Task Force has recommended that we move strongly and
proactively to assure equal access and opportunity. We can develop strategies to improve
employment recruitment efforts, workforce training and education in respect and diversity in
the workplace, policies that consider cultural or special needs (such as bilingual explanations of
services and procedures), and positive workplace relations to reduce and avoid discrimination.

Promote conditions of good health and prevent disease within the community
and environment.
(Goal IV, Objective B)
Strategies that promote good health are a valuable investment. Benton County government
continues to play a role in protecting the community by monitoring communicable diseases and
containing outbreaks. The youngest children are most at risk for serious complications from
communicable disease. During the first two years of life, children require basic health care and
immunizations to prevent illness and disease.
Benton County needs clinical immunization service and tracking of children's immunization
status. A coordinated, comprehensive data system or registry would ensure proper recordkeeping, education, and outreach for health providers, day care and school administrators, parents
and their children.
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Promote and support efficient and coordinated public safety and criminal
justice practices.
(Goal IV, Objective F)
Through the Willamette Criminal Justice Council, a new multi-jurisdictional, multi-agency
consortium, Benton County has in place a framework to improve and coordinate public safety
and criminal justice practices. The Willamette Criminal Justice Council was formed in 1993 to
promote and facilitate fair, efficient, and coordinated services in Benton County; develop longrange planning for the delivery of criminal justice services; and provide timely information to
governmental agencies and to the public on criminal justice matters oflocal concern.
The council has completed a strategic plan with identified issues and strategies to increase
cooperation and effectiveness among agencies. Funding and implementation is needed for
projects such as an integrated data system to quickly provide accurate information and a
cooperative policing initiative to reduce duplication and increase coordination of police services
at the county level.

Plan for and support the orderly development of Benton County.
(Goal III, Objective A)
The well-being and quality of life in Benton County communities is one of our greatest assets.
Various efforts are under way to determine how to design or provide for effective transportation
systems, public facilities, park investments, open space, and new residential, commercial, and
industrial developments. To balance growth and development, we must work with landowners,
developers, community groups, and other local governments to coordinate planning efforts,
prepare for the demands on public infrastructure and services, advise and address comprehensive plan policies or mandates, and conserve the natural environment.
The opportunity exists to act on a range of planning issues involving land use and infrastructure
plans for urban fringe and outlying rural areas. Housing and public facilities inventories,
buildable site inventories, cost studies, policy options, and comprehensive plan amendments
will be considered.
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Management Support Priorities Described
Improve service delivery and public/customer satisfaction.
(Goal II, Objective C)
Improved service delivery and quality performance requires being able to
•

effectively use the available tools and technology to perform our jobs,

•

continuously improve the procedures and processes that provide services,

•

understand participatory management practices and build teamwork, and

•

focus on our internal/ external customers and their needs.

Employees need to be trained to use the technology currently available to them. This will
enhance overall county productivity and the quality of services delivered to our communities.
Departments must know how to acquire customer satisfaction feedback in order to evaluate
performance, address problems, and improve services.
About three years ago, the leadership and employees in county government started implementing aspects of Edward Deming's Total Quality Management with new organizational approaches
like systems thinking and learning organizations. Quality and leadership initiatives have been
developed and need to be implemented. Initiatives focus on areas such as:
•

satisfying the needs of our customers,

•

inspiring leadership,

•

recognizing, rewarding, and supporting employees,

•

empowering staff and citizens to act,

•

using the power of teams and partnerships to better serve the community,

•

solving problems and making decisions based on information.

Failure to act on any one of these principles will decrease our success over the long term.

Promote systems thinking, improved communications, collaboration, and
partnerships to plan and deliver services.
(Goal I, Objective B)
When we make decisions we need to consider what makes up the whole, and know how
decisions made in one part of a system have effects elsewhere.
Benton County has an array of public, private, non-profit, and community-based organizations
serving the public. Sometimes the efforts can be fragmented, duplicative, or run at crosspurposes. Often they are confusing, complex, and require explanation. Opportunities exist to
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refine our service systems and increase cooperation, coordination, and consolidation in various
areas. Some projects may include strengthening a local network of mental health care providers,
creating a multi-agency maintenance and repair team for public buildings, and forming a team
of ombudsmen to help resolve issues and improve customer service for the land-use
development process.
Systems thinking and service partnerships are not new to Benton County government. Work has
already started and needs to continue so that county government can act as a catalyst to address
and refine systems issues.

Provide opportunities for employees to continuously improve the workplace
and foster a supportive work environment.
(Goal II, Objective B)
Over the next ten years, we must try to raise the fundamental skills and technical competence of
our employees. Training and education is needed in work skills, problem solving, reading
comprehension, and verbal and written expression. A measure of this endeavor will be the
percentage of employees who receive 20 or more hours of training annually, and whether such
training improves performance and employee satisfaction.
Supportive relations between employer and employee and the proper handling of equipment
and materials support a safe workplace. To use the skills and intellectual capabilities of all
employees, we need improved communication, teamwork, and shared responsibilities. We also
need ongoing education and awareness of employee wellness and health and safety problems, if
we are to reduce the number of hours lost due to on-the-job injuries

Implement methods to ensure an open, informed dialogue with the public.
(Goal I, Objective A)
As we work to be more accountable to our citizens and as citizens become more involved in
county government, we will all need to increase our knowledge and understanding of one
another. Efforts to increase public involvement have yielded positive results that provide
direction for our actions. We value our communication and dialogue with the public and seek
new opportunities to give and receive information.
To determine the level of citizen knowledge and satisfaction regarding county government
services, we must have a method for collecting service user information. Interested citizens and
advisory committee members should feel satisfied that their recommendations were carefully
and respectfully considered. Service users should find the information received from county
employees to be helpful and professional. And we should use various communication channels,
volunteers, and internships to improve public understanding of county government and its
responsibilities.
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Implement strategies which will enhance fiscal management.
(Goal II, Objective D)
Revenues are not increasing at the same rate as expenses. Long-range finanical planning helps
us match costs with revenues and shows us whethter we have sufficient resources to achieve our
goals and community needs.
Performance measures can be used to assess the value and result of county government
activities. Many outcomes cannot be achieved by the county organization alone, but through
various coordinated efforts and public and private partnerships. Realistic performance measures
should help identify how well services are delivered and how focused the organization has been
on established priorities.

Implement the Benton County Strategic Plan.
(Goal II, Objective A)
The Benton County Strategic Plan was formed out of the insights and inspirations of our
employees and citizens. To implement the plan, organizational attention and commitment must
continue. A strategic plan team has been created to work with elected officials, department
heads, mid-managers, and frontline staff to strength an understanding of our aims and
contributions and to further develop strategies for improvement (see Implementation Strategies).
Departments and programs need to tum strategic issues into effective workplans that can be
evaluated for their effect. Issues, decisions, and actions should be widely discussed to encourage
ideas and improve our decision making. Employee orientations, training, and suggestion efforts
will help institutionalize strategic planning. Performance measures will help record and report
changes in conditions and progress on issues.
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PART THREE

Situation Analysis
What we do and how we do it is influenced by changing conditions and events. We need to
understand our work environment and the changing conditions within our community and
organization. This leads to effective government performance.
Our analysis includes:
+

how county government can be effective,

+

what functions Benton County government currently performs,

+

what trends, issues, and opportunities influence our communities
and our performance.

From this understanding we can determine now to respond to the most important issues and
carryout the goals and actions in our plan.

GOVERNMENT
EFFECTIVENESS

Benton County government delivers necessary, appropriate services to citizens and their
communities, and provides a forum for local decision-making. Our organization has authority to
approve and/ or enforce legislative and executive mandates, and to act for the public good and
protection ofthe individual.
Benton County's constituents- including individual community members, special interest
groups, regional, civic, and neighborhood groups- all influence our performance. That
performance is also affected by elected officials, management, front line staff, citizen advisory
committees, employee unions, other public agencies, private sector suppliers, and the media. All
these influences are sometimes referred to as "stakeholders". They are crucial to county
government's support and success.
Often, our stakeholders and their influence work cooperatively. Sometimes they can work at cross
purposes with differing perspectives, interests, and expectations. Our mission, values, and guiding
principles lay the foundation for how we conduct the public's business and form public policy.
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Benton County uses ongoing assessment and strategic improvements to improve our
performance and accountability. Everyone must be able to recognize what can and should be
accomplished and when. This plan makes our purpose clearer and provides a means for
measuring what has been done.
The Benton County Strategic Plan enables our staff, citizens, leadership, and other agencies to
view our programs and policies systematically and comparatively. Benton County government is
entering a new era of deliberate and collective strategic improvement. The purpose of these
efforts is to focus, evaluate, and improve the organization's energies and performance.

BENTON COUNTY
GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONS

Benton County government, established in 1847, was the seventh county to be organized in
territorial Oregon. It is one of nine Oregon counties governed by Home Rule Charter, adopted by
voters in 1972, for the purpose of providing local authority over local matters. The charter
describes the organization of county government. It allows for the election of three full-time
commissioners with the power to enact ordinances, enter into contractual agreements, appoint
non-elected officials, and administer county affairs. The assessor, district attorney, and sheriff
are also elected.
Benton County government currently provides the following functions:

Community Leadership
•

Protect civil and human rights and advocate respect for all people

•

Elect and appoint representatives of the people promote to self-government

•

Maintain a positive, open dialogue with the public

•

Be responsible for the prudent care, investment, stewardship, and conservation of county
resources

•

Create and improve partnerships with other local governments and organizations

•

Address regional issues through multi-jurisdictional organizations

•

Work with State and Federal governments to enhance and protect our county's interests

•

Conduct public hearings and regular meetings to assure opportunities for citizen advice
and direction
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County Management and Governing Systems
•

Protect the county's resources from litigation

•

Regularly and accurately assure all property is valued in a fair and equitable manner

•

Provide legal services to all county departments

•

Manage community law library

•

Collect and distribute property taxes to all taxing districts

•

Record legal documents and keep accurate county records

•

Register voters and conduct fair and accurate elections

•

Provide veteran services

•

Maintain current technological support for activities

•

Use responsible and thorough practices for employee hiring, training, compensation, and
evaluation

•

Provide a safe and clean workplace

•

Maintain all county facilities, buildings, and vehicle/ equipment fleet

Infrastructure and Community Resources
•

Encourage comprehensive, long-range transportation planning

•

Administer land-use planning, zoning, land division, and building codes fairly and
accurately

•

Manage and maintain county roads, bridges, right of ways, and drainageways

•

Operate the county fairgrounds facilities and conduct an annual County Fair

+

Develop and maintain county parks, trails, recreation facilities, and open spaces

+

Inspect and maintain rural water and waste water systems

+

Maintain land division records and geographic survey system

•

Assure proper solid waste management and promote recycling efforts with private landfill
and disposal companies
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Human Services, Health and Safety
+

Administer and enforce public health and sanitation laws

+

Advocate wellness for children and families

+

Provide assistance to children responsible for delinquent acts

+

Enforce child support orders

+

Enforce and monitor juvenile offender court orders and direct services to children and
families

+

Provide and coordinate public health clinics, medical diagnosis, and investigate disease
outbreaks

+

Investigate and monitor public water and sewage systems, hazardous waste, food handling,
and public facilities

+

Provide diagnosis and treatment of mental, development, alcohol, and drug problems

+

Patrol and maintain security of county roads, private homes, and businesses

+

Conduct criminal investigations, detect and apprehend law violators

+

Operate county correctional facility

+

Prosecute violators of state law

+

Provide crime victim assistance

+

Represent the state on juvenile rna tters

+

Conduct parole and probation counseling for misdemeanor and felony offenders

+

Prepare for emergency actions and disaster hazards, including search and rescue

+

Enforce animal control laws
A complete profile of Benton County government and our past and projected fmancial resources
appears in the Appendix. Also in the Appendix is a profile of our communities, demographics and
economy.
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TOP ISSUES &
OPPORTUNITIES

To determine the top issues and opportunities a survey was developed including the identified
trends, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Approximately 780 surveys were
distributed to all employees, all advisory board members, and representatives of community
organizations and corporations. A total of 304 responses were received- 127 internal and 177
external (a 39% return). The ranking was based on perceptions and opinions, following the
standard approach of strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree, and don't know.
Below are the top trends, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats perceived for the
county community and its government. A complete list appears in the Appendix.

TOP COMMUNITY
TRENDS

Internal
Rank

External
Rank

There is a continuing need for affordable housing.

1

1

Financial support for public education is decreasing.

3

2

Juvenile violence is increasing.

2

3

Benton County residents demand a traditional, small town atmosphere
with modern services, activities, and awareness.

5

4

Federal and state health plan may affect the resource base and role of
public health services.

4

7

Oregon's timber-based economy has peaked and is in decline.

7

5 (tie)

11

5 (tie)

Industries are more technologically sophisticated.
OSU may not be able to attract the highest quality professors, students,
and funding.

8

8
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Internal
Rank

External
Rank

Citizens are often confused over which government or public agency
is responsible for what service.

1 (tie)

1 (tie)

The natural environment of Benton County is one of its greatest
assets.

3

1 (tie)

Society is becoming more violent.

1 (tie)

3

A further reduction in available timber will result in decreased
lumber and wood products employment.

5

4

Less financial support for education will result in an inadequately
trained workforce.

4

6

Benton County citizens value and support open space areas and
recreation lands.

7

5

Residents have access to abundant educational opportunities.

9

7

Rural communities have a higher proportion of substandard housing
and have less access to health care services.

8

9

TOP COMMUNITY
OPPORTUNfiaESANDTHREATS

TOP ORGANIZATIONAL
TRENDS

Internal
Rank

External
Rank

There is more demand for accountability.

3 (tie)

1

The federal and state governments are moving to transfer
responsibility without corresponding funding.

2

2

There is decreasing trust in government.

6 (tie)

3

State and local governments are expected to provide more services.

3 (tie)

4

Increased meetings and workload has resulted in more stress on
employees.

1

8

There is a demand for more public protection of natural resources.

6 (tie)

6

Electronic communications are changing office work patterns.

8

5

High employee turnover in some departments increases training
requirements and reduces efficiency.

5

11
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TOP ORGANIZATIONAL
STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES

Internal
Rank

External
Rank

Office/conference areas and parking are inadequate.

1

5

Elected officials and departments often react to the "squeaky wheel."

2

2

A cooperative attitude among elected officials reduces divisiveness
in the organization and community.

8

1

Funding for long-range facility needs must be secured.

4 (tie)

3

Turf protection in some departments frequently make cooperation
difficult.

4 (tie)

6

Facilities are dispersed, decentralized, and disjointed. Citizens must
"run around" between departments and staff communications are
inefficient.

3

7

Benton County staff needs to provide quality orientations, training,
and support to citizen advisory board members.

9

4

Costs will continue to increase to keep up with changing technology
and provide needed training and support for workstation computers
(PCs).

6

8

It is important to note the similar internal and external rankings on top issues. This suggests that
employees who responded to the survey hold similar perceptions to the responding community
members and/ or are able to accurately interpret the community's concerns.
Some community members felt uninformed and unqualified to judge all internal conditions.
This resulted in a few deviations in the rankings of organizational trends, strengths, and
weaknesses. Employees ranked top issues somewhat differently from community members in a
few areas, such as employee stress from increased workloads, turnover rates in departments, the
need for office/ conference/parking areas, and a cooperative attitude among elected officials to
reduce divisiveness.
Some issues were considered important to the community but not within the direct jurisdiction
or responsibility of county government (e.g., "OSU may not be able to attract the highest quality
professors, students, and funding"). Others were important to the organization as a whole (e.g.,
"Elected officials and departments often react to the 'squeaky wheel"') and our ability to address
or resolve issues (e.g., "Turf protection in some departments frequently make cooperation
difficult.").
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Short List Strategic Issues
The top results were used to develop a diverse set of key issues that affect Benton County service
planning and programming- and the environment in which we work. A list of the strategic
issues follows. From these strategic issues, we identified major areas requiring county
government attention and developed those areas into goals, objectives, and actions.
COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP

How will Benton County...

. . . meet the needs and service demands created by an increasingly diverse
population?
... Increase trust in local government and improve communications with our
citizens?
... foster trust with the public?
COUNTY MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNING SYSTEMS

How will Benton County ...

. . . foster the ability to respond to change?
... prioritize the demand for services?
... respond to the transfer of service responsibility?
... create an environment that best meets the needs of its employees?
... demonstrate to Benton County employees that they value "the family"?
... reconcile and adapt to differing and fluctuating revenue sources?
... maximize the benefits of technology?
INFRASTRUCTURE AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES

How will Benton County...

. . . balance growth and development to maintain or improve our quality of life?
... support a favorable community atmosphere and livability while it grows?
... protect its natural environment?
... sustain and manage its natural resources?
... respond to the growth in development so that our environment, open space,
and quality oflife are not degraded?
... work to increase the quality and quantity of affordable housing available to
middle, moderate and low income families and individuals?
... provide a quality local/regional transportation system?
... maintain a strong, vibrant local economy, providing jobs to our citizens?
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HUMAN SERVICES, HEALTH AND SAFETY
How will Benton County ...

. . . foster a community where people are educated,
employed, safe, and healthy?
... work to prepare children for productive adult lives?
... ensure the public health of its citizens?
... manage decreases in State funding for support to the elderly, the disabled
and the poor?
... address the needs of victims and rehabilitated offenders?
... coordinate efforts and agencies to respond more effectively to crime and
violence?
... respond to increasing juvenile crime and the serious chronic offenders?
... respond to citizen concerns regarding our ability to respond to crime and
violence?
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PART FOUR

Implementation
WORKPLAN
DEVELOPMENT

Translating strategic goals, objectives, and actions into actual workplans depends on a team's
training and experience in developing problem-solving steps and on how relevant or familiar the
proposed workplan is to existing programs. Workplans that compliment or expand departmental/goal area activities provide an opportunity for systems thinking and a solid base for
integration among departments. Management support workplans that cover all department
areas are most complex and difficult to achieve. It is important to begin with incremental steps
and a limited number of strategies rather than forcing radically new developments all at once.
The planning approach includes a detailed assessment and development of project steps, groups
involved, funding sources, performance measures, and public involvement for the first two years
of the plan's implementation. We used a prescribed worksheet or format to combine and
compare diverse service and management support workplans. The worksheet should be
reviewed and refined as needed.
Workplans developed for the fiscal year 1995-96 budget cycle appear in the Workplan
Supplement. Additional workplans will be submitted throughout the year as plans are
completed. Strategic Plan Action Teams are responsible for developing the necessary workplans.

IMPLEMENTATION
AREAS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Benton County Strategic Plan represents a planning milestone for the organization. Its
usefulness will be demonstrated as we consistently use the problem-solving tools to identify key
issues, focus on relationships within the organization and community, and continually assess
results. Implementation of this plan will build the capability and capacity of staff and managers
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to contribute their talents to the strategies. It establishes a basis for continuous improvement
and accountability throughout our organization.
Some implementation has already occurred. More and more effort will be devoted as the
organization finds that the collective direction and recommended actions are of value, that
adequate time and resources are allocated to implementing workplans and process improvements, and that the prioritization of responsibilities and evaluation of results enhance rather
than diminish the organization's activities.
There are six implementation areas of the plan:
l.

establishing a common understanding of organizational culture (i.e., purpose, principles,
values) and aims,

2.

identifying and acting on strategic issues and objectives,

3.

refining and integrating the revised budget process,

4.

establishing a realistic system of performance measurement,

5.

monitoring progress and barriers, in order to report opportunities and resolve conflicts, and

6.

updating planning issues, priorities, and the strategic plan document.

The plan will succeed only if everyone participates in implementing it. In the words of
management expert Peter Drucker, "The distinction that marks a plan capable of producing
results is the commitment of key people to work on specific tasks." The following roles and
responsibilities have been identified to ensure such implementation.
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Responsibilities for Strategic Plan Implementation
Board of Commissioners
Purpose

Role and
responsibilities

To coordinate, as executive officers/ directors of our organization, all efforts
along a common direction, set priorities and policy, and encourage an
understanding of organizational culture, aims, and potential
Proposes, participates in, and approves the formulation of organizational
aims and objectives

Instills organizational values, principles, aims, and objectives
Serves as the "visionary" for our organization, management, and staff in
assessing present and future needs, opportunities, and policies
Counsels management about planning issues
Develops, revises, and monitors the appropriate functioning of planning
systems
Evaluates and prioritizes operating plans and strategic initiatives
Formation

3 elected county commissioners

Budget Committee
Purpose

To review program requests and projected revenues, and recommend an
annual budget for the county

Role and
responsibilities

Sets and uses criteria for determining resource allocations
Establishes budget planning principles and policies
Encourages prioritization of department functions, innovation and creativity
to maintain services with reduced resources
Collects information, perspectives, and assessments to ensure proper
evaluation of operational plans and feedback from those considered closest
to the activity
Utilizes the strategic plan to drive decision-making

Formation

3 elected county commissioners and 3 appointed citizen representatives
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Department Heads
Purpose

To develop and manage activities with similar functions and improve
operational effectiveness

Role and
responsibilities

Propose and participate in the formulation of organizational aims and
objectives
Instill organizational values and principles, aims and objectives within
department/goal area
Serve as the "visionaries" for the department/ goal area as they assess
present and future needs, opportunities, and policies
Counsel elected officials, staff, advisory committees, and citizens about
planning issues
Develop, revise, and monitor the appropriate functioning of planning
systems
Evaluate and prioritize operating plans and strategic initiatives as feedback
to the Budget Committee
Assist with conflict resolution and resistance to planning efforts
Help communicate plan progress to organization and community

Formation

12 department heads for 13 Benton County departments- comprised of 3
elected officials (County Assessor, District Attorney, and Sheriff) and 9
appointed managers

Strategic Plan Team
Purpose

To facilitate the implementation of the Benton County Strategic Plan
throughout the organization

Role and
responsibilities

Act as facilitators to help develop I coordinate strategic plan priorities and
recommendations (i.e., budget integration, performance measurements)
Monitor and record plan progress
Evaluate success indicators and updates plan elements
Assist with conflict resolution and resistance to planning efforts
Help communicate plan progress to organization and community

Sponsor

Board of Commissioners

Formation

approximately 10 members -vertical and horizontal representation of
organization, mix of permanent and 2-year rotating terms
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Strategic Plan Action Teams
Purpose

To develop project steps and identify implementation commitments for the
short list priorities of the Benton County Strategic Plan.

Role and
responsibilities

Identify and involve appropriate parties
Gather and assess relevant facts, concepts, and ideas
Set realistic performance measures
Prepare, prioritize, and present action workplans for budget consideration
Oversee and evaluate implementation

Sponsor

Strategic Plan Team

Formation

approximately 8 - I 0 members- vertical and horizontal representation of
organization, interested citizens and outside agency representatives, I - 2
year commitment
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BUDGET PROCESS
INTEGRATION

The Benton County Strategic Plan effort has been used as a spring board to recommend some
major revisions to the annual budget planning process. The recommendations include activities
related to:
•

prioritizing,

•

organizing,

•

planning,

•

setting performance measures,

•

budgeting and prioritizing again, while

•

developing full participation in reviewing, recommending, and reconciling
allocations.

We have involved more interested groups in various steps of the annual budget process. Line
staff, action teams, the strategic plan team, the management (department head) team, the
Budget Office, and the Budget Committee develop, review and/or assess materials throughout
the process. We are trying a more inclusive, flexible approach to add visibility, accessibility, and
a broader base of understanding for all involved.
The flow chart below represents the "ideal" toward which we are striving. The process presents
key steps of the annual budget planning procedures, projections, prioritizations, and
deliberations.
Certain steps, such as the identification of performance measures or benchmarks for all service
and program areas, may only be achievable over time. Other steps were immediately
implemented in the fiscal year 1995-96 budget process, such as the ability of department heads
to make budget requests that reflect current needs and fluctuations of outside funding sources
(as a "bottom-up" or team planning approach).
Since the process is a means to assessing and evaluating what we can do within available
resources, it should be implemented in direct proportion to the degree of importance and
feasibility involved. Incremental use of this process should be made as improvements and
refinements are deemed possible.
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Prioritization Methodology & Attributes
For the fiscal year 1995-96 budget process, the Benton County Budget Committee selected a way
to rank the action workplans of the strategic plan, base budget additions and reductions, and
capital improvement projects. The methodology, recommended by the Strategic Plan Team,
creates a matrix of all issues, objectives, and strategies to be evaluated. A list of attributes was
developed to assess the level of effect each item has on the community, individuals and families,
and/ or the organization.
The matrixes and attributes were used by the Department Heads, Strategic Plan Team, and
Capital Improvement Committee to provide feedback to the Budget Committee. Their group
judgment, along with the prioritization of items by the Budget Committee members themselves,
will be used during budget deliberations. The Strategic Plan Team will review and refine the
prioritization methodology at the close of the budget season.

BENCHMARKS & PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Benchmarks and performance measures are not new. They have been used by planners,
managers, and directors of both private sector and public sector organizations for years. Benton
County has taken an active and deliberate step to introduce performance measures into its
management practice through the strategic plan.

Performance Outcomes Defined
In an effective planning system, standards must be set to record and evaluate what steps went
into a specific activity and what the expected results should be. Various parts of an organization
can be measured against the expected results. "Inputs" and "outputs" are most often internalthey relate to what steps or procedures went into a specific activity. "Outcomes" are external,
outside the organization. They are the effects or results of the actions taken.
Performance outcomes monitor change. Change is determined by a percentage or amount of
variation from one period to another. Outcomes involve quantitative impacts (e.g., net gain!loss)
and qualitative impacts (e.g., perceptions and attitudes). In 1989, under Governor Neil
Goldschmidt, a total of 272 Oregon Benchmarks were identified to implement a 20-year strategic
vision for the state.
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Oregon Benchmarks & Purpose Defmed
Oregon Benchmarks, designed and developed for statewide use by the Oregon Progress Board,
measure how a community is doing, in areas such as education, the environment, health and
safety, and quality of life. These benchmarks are the glue which holds together a broad effort- a
shared vision of where our (statewide) community wants to go, developing targets, and joining
together to reach those targets.

There are several different kinds of benchmark measures. Some are directly obtainable from
official sources, such as the Serious Crime Index. Some are based on physical measurement,
such as EPA ambient air quality, traffic congestion, or water quality. Other measures are based
on surveys which test a sample population. Some measure particular knowledge and skills, such
as the 1990 Oregon Literacy Survey. Benchmarks can also include measures that assess citizen
satisfaction with a variety of public programs.
The purpose of benchmarks for the Benton County Strategic Plan is to guide our organization
and our community to a better future. Benchmarks should enable Benton County to be
compared with other counties. The measurements should be reliable over time and be based on
data which can be collected periodically, with assistance from the Oregon Progress Board.

Criteria For Selecting & Developing Benchmarks
The following criteria were used to select existing Oregon Benchmarks and develop new
benchmarks unique to Benton County. The criteria mirror concepts used by Multnomah County
during a benchmark development process. Once an additional benchmark has been identified, it
can be checked against the criteria to ensure its usefulness and consistency.
BENCHMARK CRITERIA

All Benton County benchmarks and performance measures should:
•

address an urgency or need for immediate action

•

be consistent with and support Benton County's mission, vision, values, and guiding
principles

•

measure results and/or efforts

•

address root causes or sources of problems

•

encourage preventive efforts which will provide a return on investment, even if it may
take years for that return to be realized

•

directly relate to Benton County government responsibilities

•

be reliable measurement standards that can be identified, even if the data is not
available immediately

•

be available through recorded and collectible data within the foreseeable future
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•

significantly contribute and cooperate towards progress on a benchmark, although it is
not a direct county responsibility.

Approximately 120 benchmarks were identified for the 20 objectives and 81 actions of the
Benton County Strategic Plan. The benchmarks range in subjects related to service delivery and
management. Some examples follow.
SAMPLE BENCHMARKS
Public Safety: Percentage of parole revocations involving substance abuse problems.
Ground Transportation: Percentage of county roads rated good or better.
Government Peifonnance: Percentage of department and program areas which demonstrate
increased team work, communication, greater/ shared responsibility, and less bureaucracy.
Customer Satisfaction: Percentage of citizens who are satisfied that county services are
necessary, responsive, and cost -effective.

The complete list of benchmarks appears at the close of this plan on single page flow charts with
the strategic goals, objectives, and actions. See Quick Reference to Plan Components.

Benchmark Implementation
To implement the recording, reporting, and evaluating of benchmarks into our organization, we
developed a flow chart to outline the necessary steps and parties involved. The flow chart
presents the ideal toward which to strive. All steps cannot be immediately accomplished without
the proper concern for their effect on the program planning, equipment and manpower,
management practices, performance motivations, and quantitative and qualitative surveying
required.
Incremental steps, phased in over time, will be best so as not to overload the organization with
collected data. A clearinghouse for such data will be achieved only if the additional responsibility
can be taken on within (an) existing department(s). We must consistently evaluate the
performance measures if we are to remain in touch with the true cause-and-effect connection
between the activity to be measured and the external consequences or result.
The Strategic Plan Team is responsible for working with departments and teams to develop
appropriate performance measures and the necessary recording, reporting, and evaluating
procedures.

Implementing Benchmarks into Benton County
ManagementJContinuous Process Improvement Efforts
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MONITORING
& EVALUATION
Management studies show that the larger and more complex the organization, the more it
benefits from strategic planning. Planning may not be the answer to all organizational questions,
but it focuses and strengthens an organization's performance.
For our plan to be beneficial, there must be ongoing assessment of the process and outcomes.
Below is a list of success indicators that can be used as a score sheet to evaluate the plan's
effectiveness. They cover diverse characteristics such as:
+

strategic assessment and response,

+

communication and collaboration,

+

resource allocation and commitment,

+

performance measurement and accountability, and

+

the value of sound decision-making.

Indicators of Success
STRATEGIC RESPONSE

There is improved response to high-priority issues. Effective planning is taking place- acting on
future opportunities with long-range objectives.
1.

A minimum of seven projects were planned, implemented, and evaluated each year for
their response to strategic issues.

2. Accurate and timely information about the needs and characteristics of our organization
and community was collected, evaluated, and distributed to our staff and advisory
committees.
3.

Decision makers and staff believe there is greater focus on appraising organizational
strengths and weaknesses and clarifying priorities.

COLlABORATIVE EFFORT

Communication and collaboration is improved throughout the organization- across
departments and among all personnel. The mission, vision and priorities are a unifying,
coordinating force. There is participation in the development and use of the strategic plan and
its short list priorities in project planning, program emphasis, and budgeting.
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+

Implementation of the strategic plan improves the quality of communication and
collaboration among departments and between management and staff.

+

Staff in all departments understand and use planning procedures and short list priorities.

+

The work required to prepare and complete plans is manageable for staff.

COMMITMENT

Top management demonstrates support for implementation of the strategic plan. Budget
process refinements are planned and integrated into the strategic plan. The commitment of
resources to strategies makes possible actions that will bring future results. Strategic planning is
recognized as a major on going responsibility.
l.

Top management participates in the planning committee structure.

2.

Strategic objectives receive sufficient financial and staff support for effective
implementation.

3. Top management spends an appropriate amount of time on strategic planning.
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

Programs have clearly stated standards as a basis for performance to be measured. Measurements are used for the important things the organization wishes to monitor and understand.
l.

A minimum of seven performance measurements are identified, recorded, and tracked on a
county-wide basis for each department and/or priority project area.

2.

Performance measurements are well understood and used as a tool in effective planning.

3.

The measurement system remains easy to use and understand.

VALUE

Our organization believes the plan and planning system is useful in implementing strategies to
achieve goals. Management believes the plan provides a consistent basis for decision making
and improved performance.
l.

The strategic plan is consistently used as a sound basis for decision making and program
planning.

2. The strategic plan fits the management style of the organization and enhances its
performance.
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Monitoring, Evaluating, & Updating
The Benton County Strategic Plan's development process should not be viewed as a one-time
event. The plan should be considered a living document, a clear statement of objectives with a
road map for achieving them. The plan will be continuously used, reviewed, and refined over the
next ten years. Work will continue in various areas of the plan on a daily, weekly, and monthly
basis.
All interested parties share responsibility for monitoring, evaluating, and updating the plan. The
Strategic Plan Team is most directly involved in coordinating the plan's implementation and
evaluation, but the team relies on the advise and recommendations of all.
The Strategic Plan Team, together with the Board of Commissioners and department heads, will
determine an appropriate approach for quarterly and annual reports to employees and
community members. A concentrated effort should be made on a regular basis to evaluate and
improve on the plan's implementation- to build upon strengths and remove barriers. As the
strategic plan gains momentum, various channels of communication can be used, including
departmental and cross-departmental staff meetings, an informal internal strategic plan
newsletter, information to citizen advisory committees, presentations to various community
groups, and a "State of the County" address.
To update the plan, a systematic approach should:
•

assess and record any changes in trends, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats;

•

identify program additions, reductions, collaborations, and restructuring that influence
performance;

•

revisit and revise strategic issues and opportunities;

•

review and evaluate specific service planning and management practices to determine
future initiatives;

•

evaluate the integration of performance measures, fiscal management and the annual
budget process; and

•

formulate the degree to which we can prepare for future consequences and events while
at the same time meeting immediate demands.

An update can be performed every two years, as new priorities are phased in to replace the short
list actions that have been addressed. The updates should help maintain relevance between the
plan and the activities within the community and our organization. The updates will continually
initiate activities and build/rebuild a common understanding for the future.

Benton County government- its leadership, employees, and citizens- continually makes
important decisions that affect the economic growth, social conditions, and quality of life in our
communities and the productivity and challenge within our work environment. Conditions and
challenges change. Evaluation and indicators of success should help identify how to improve the
performance of the strategic plan as it improves the performance of Benton County government.
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Strategic Planning Process
Each day, Benton County government makes decisions that affect its planning, programs, and
performance. By clarifying our mission and responsibilities and establishing priorities, we can
deal effectively with changing circumstances and consequences before or as they happen, rather
than waiting for situations to occur.
The county's quality and leadership initiatives and strategic planning combine to address the
immediate and future issues that affect services and management systems. We will use strategic
planning to help determine what is happening and what could happen in the organization,
region and communities, to evaluate and act on how the organization can continue to add value,
and make Benton County a better place to live.
Development of the Benton County Strategic Plan has been an inclusive, participative process
involving the Board of Commissioners, department heads, mid-managers, frontline staff, citizen
advisory committee members, representatives of community organizations and corporations,
and interested citizens. All parties agreed to design and implement an organizational strategic
plan. Assisted by an outside facilitator, a working group met twice a month; there were also three
planning retreats and three joint worksessions with department heads, mid-managers, and
commissioners. All county employees participated through questionnaires and presentations at
staff meetings. Public participation was sought through questionnaires and public meetings.
Together, these steps clarified our mission and values, assessed our internal (county
government) and external (community) environment, and identified strategic issues,
opportunities, and objectives. Implementation will be facilitated by the 12-member strategic
plan team (see Implementation Strategies). Our team works with the commissioners, budget
committee, department heads, action teams, and interested citizens to identify ways to act on
issues and opportunities.
A flow chart of our planning process follows. It illustrates the steps taken by the Benton County
Strategic Plan Working Group which was responsible for coordinating and evaluating the plan's
development. The working group was comprised of 10 county employees from a mix of
departments and a range of responsibilities.

BENTON COUNTY STRATEGIC PLAN PROCESS FLOW CHART
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Bryson Model for Strategic Planning
in Public Organizations
A strategic planning model for public and non-profit organizations was used to design the
Benton County process. The model was developed by John Bryson of the Strategic Management
Research Center and Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs at the University of
Minnesota. The model includes steps related to:
•

establishing a common understanding of organizational culture (i.e., purpose,
principles, values, vision) and aims,

•

identifying and acting on strategic issues by formulating effective goals, objectives, and
actions, and

•

monitoring progress and barriers to build upon strengths and opportunities and address
weaknesses and threats.

Two additional steps were added to address county fiscal management and program evaluation
needs which included:
•

establishing and implementing a realistic system of performance measurements, and

•

refining and integrating a revised budget process.

The flow chart below represents the interrelationships among planning components of the
Bryson model.

BENTON COUNTY SRATEGIC PLANNING APPROACH
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Benton County Community Profile
PHYSICAL FEATURES
Benton County, encompassing 679 square miles, is located in the western region of the midWillamette Valley. The valley, comprised of Yamhill, Marion, Polk, Benton, Linn, and most of
Lane County, is bordered by the Coastal Range to the west and the Cascade Range to the east.
The valley is a broad and flat alluvial plain- made of soil and sand left by rivers or floods; it
stretches fifty miles across at its widest point. Sloughs, islands, and flood channels have been
created by the shifting system of the Willamette River. Benton County is located at the
confluence of the Mary's River and the Willamette River, in the southwest portion of the valley. It
depends on snow melt from the Coast Range and Cascades to maintain adequate water for the
major rivers during the summer.
Wetland sites of residual undrained areas contrast the scattered hills and buttes throughout.
Douglas fir, Oregon oak, big leaf maple, Oregon ash, and alders dot the landscape. Mountain
hemlock and Douglas fir forest cover the eastern slopes of the Coast Range. Threatened or
endangered species include native grasslands, prairie habitats, and the northern spotted owl and
red tree vole in old growth forests.
RURAL COMMUNITIES & INCORPORATED AREAS

Alsea
Alsea is the largest unincorporated rural service center in Benton County. It is located in the
southwest comer of the county, along Oregon Highway 34 just outside of the Marys Peak
Recreation Area, managed by the U.S. Forest Service. Alsea is known for its quality environment
and relative isolation. Highway 34 has a series of 36 separate switchback curves and gains over
2,000 feet as it rises from the Willamette Valley over the Coast Range and then descends back
into the Alsea River Valley.
Between 1950 and 1990, school enrollment figures indicate that the community's population has
doubled. A total of 506 households along the rural route and within the town core comprise the
Alsea Valley residents. Most of these residents are located in single family dwellings and house
trailers along the Alsea River /Highway 34 corridor. The immediate town area is served by a Water
and Sewer District managed by Benton County.
Employment in forest operations has been on the decline since the end of the 1980's. Local
logging firms anticipate continued decline in the number of employees retained year round to
work on small scale timber harvesting on private lands.
Other major employers in Alsea are government agencies and public services. Alsea's largest
employer since 1989 through mid-1992 has consistently been the U.S. Forest Service Alsea
District Ranger Station. However, the ranger station's workforce has declined from 129 full time
employees in 1992 to a workforce of under 25 permanent personnel. Alsea's largest employer is
currently the Alsea School District 7- J with 34 full time positions. Some residents commute to
Corvallis and Philomath for employment.
Alsea is currently developing a community-based strategic plan to address economic, social, and
quality of life issues while it maintains its small-town atmosphere and natural environment.
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Adair
The City of Adair, located just north of Corvallis, encompasses most of the facilities and
infrastructure of the Adair Air Force Station an active training camp during World War II. The
city obtained much of the property and its infrastructure from the U.S. Department of the
Interior once it was declared surplus.
Adair is most often referred to as a bedroom community to Corvallis. Its major employer is the K12 Santiam Christian School which employs 45 - 50 teachers and support staff. 1995 emollment
for the school is 660 students. Adair residents have an easy commute to Corvallis for
employment and children attending public school are emolled in the Corvallis 509J District.
To guide growth, the City of Adair requires a comprehensive water system master plan. The
current water system is inadequate. Improvements to water and sewer service and related
utilities are needed at the city's 120 acre industrial site (donated to the city by Boise Cascade) so
that the land can be developed.

Corvallis
Corvallis is a regional center for higher education, industrial technology, engineering, research,
commerce, and health care. Corvallis is the Benton County seat and home of Oregon State
University, the state's leading research university. Encompassing an area of 14 miles, Corvallis
has a growing population of 45,680. It is the only incorporated area in Benton County with a
population of over 10,000 residents.
Corvallis is experiencing new growth and development. Homes and commercial buildings are
being constructed at a more rapid pace than what has been experienced in recent years. Some
residents express concern over the increasing population and price of real estate while others
recognize such growth as evidence of a highly desirable community.
Five years ago, Corvallis reached consensus on a community vision which outlines an ideal
image for the city in 2010. Today, the city council and staff work toward that vision for Corvallis
to be:
•

"a compact, medium-sized city nestled in a beautiful natural setting,

•

the historic, civic, cultural and commercial heart of Benton County,

•

an economically strong and well-integrated city, fostering local businesses, outside
investment, regional cooperation, and increased clean industry, and

•

a university town, _a regional medical center, and riverfront city.... "

Oregon State University is the largest public employer in Corvallis, with a relatively stable yet
decreasing full and part-time base of7,108 employees. Hewlett-Packard, ranked Oregon's 20th
largest private employer, reports over 4,500 employees and rising.
Hewlett-Packard's Corvallis divisions include the Integrated Circuit Board Division, Ink-Jet
Business Unit, and the Corvallis Mobile Computing Division. Recent multi-million dollar
expansions at Hewlett-Packard have helped attract other new companies such as Nypro and
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Tricon Colors. State employment economists predict that high-tech employment will increase by
another 25% over the next five years.
Oregon State University is one of the few combined land grant and sea grant universities in the
nation and is the state's primary source of basic and applied research in forestry, agriculture,
fisheries, engineering, electronics, home economics, and the sciences. Several federal
government offices are located in Corvallis including the U.S. Protection Agency, U.S.
Department of Agriculture- Agricultural Research Service, and U.S. Forest Service- Forest
Sciences Laboratory and Siuslaw National Forest Service Headquarters.

Monroe & Alpine
Monroe is south Benton County's agriculture service center. It is located along Highway 99 midway between Corvallis and Lane County's Eugene. Its school system serves as a regional school
facility for all of the south county region.
The 1990 Census reported 436 residents and a 1992 update by Portland State University
indicated that the city's population had increased by 10 percent during the two-year period to a
total of 480 residents. Other county data suggests that a large number of agriculture and timber
industry laborers (particularly tree planters) live in multiple family households, renting single
family homes that typify Monroe's housing stock.
Alpine is a rural community of 245 residents (comprising 100 households) located eight miles
west of Monroe. It has a sewer service district and an immediate need for a community water
system. The Monroe sewer and water systems need major up-grades to address current demand
as well as federal clean water mandates.
A significant portion of Monroe's and Alpine's workforce is employed by mills located in
Bellfountain (i.e., Hull-Oakes Lumber Company) and Halsey (i.e., James River Corporation and
Pope & Talbott, Inc. in Linn County). All three of these facilities are within a 15-minute driving
distance from Monroe.
Other employers include the Monroe Brickyard which re-opened in 1992, agriculture supply and
services firms, grass seed growers, vineyards, and a convenience style grocery store. Data on
commuter patterns from the state transportation department indicate that a significant portion
of Monroe's residents commute to jobs in the Corvallis area.

North Albany
The community of North Albany, located in Benton County, serves as a semi-rural area located
between the City of Corvallis and the City of Albany in Linn County. The preliminary urban
growth boundary (UGB) was established by joint agreement between Benton County and the
City of Albany in June 1978. In 1994, the City of Albany formally accepted all urban service
responsibilities for the community.
There are several developed subdivisions located in the rolling hills and forested lands of North
Albany. Recreation sites include two Benton County parks for picnicking and river access and
two private 18 hole golf courses. The 1990 Census reported the median value for single family
homes was $77,400, the highest median value in the county. Population was reported at 4,325
residents.
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No industrial lands presently exist in the area. Large parcels suitable for industrial development
are not located in proximity to rail or ground transportation along Highway 20. Commercial
zoning has existed within the UGB since 1974 but has not been fully utilized.
For the purpose of tabulating economic statistics, the City of Albany (located in Linn County)
includes all9732l zip code areas: the City of Albany, North Albany, Millersburg and some rural
areas in linn County surrounding the Albany area. The economy of the City of Albany is an
integral part of the larger economic systems of linn and Benton Counties. Top employment
sectors include primary metals manufacturing, trade and services (one of the fastest growing
sectors), education, and contract construction. The Albany area has emerged as a leader in the
world of production of rare metals at Teledyne Wah Chang. Such production relates to research
conducted at the Bureau of Mines facility located in Albany.

Philomath
Incorporated in 1882, the City of Philomath is located in the center of the county at the base of
the Coast Range, seven miles west of Corvallis. Its urban center is concentrated along a ten block
portion of Oregon Highway 20/34. Highway 20 is the east-west route between the City of
Newport and Interstate 5.
The 1990 Census reported 2,983 residents within the City of Philomath. More recent data from
Portland State University indicates a growth rate of I percent since 1990. The Philomath schools
system serves as a regional facility for the more outlying communities of Hoskins, Summit,
Blodgett, Wren, and Kings Valley.
Employers in Philomath include six mill operations. Georgia Pacific owns and operates the
largest facility. Some mills, such as one owned byWTD remains closed, but is under
consideration for state assistance to retrofit the facility for other manufacturing use. Philomath
also has a major firm that supplies cable and other specialty hardware to timber operations
throughout the mid-portion of the Coast Range and other labor contractors. These firms have
had to reduce their workforce by as much as 50 percent as timber and reforestation activities on
federal lands have all but stopped on both SiuslawNational Forest and Bureau of Land
Management administered lands in Benton County since 1992.
An increasing portion of Philomath's workforce is employed by Oregon State University and

private sector high -tech manufacturing firms such as Hewlett-Packard, thereby transitioning
part of Philomath into a bedroom community to Corvallis. Residential developments and growth
over the last three years has started to mix the independent spirit of Philomath residents with the
ever increasing growth and influence from its neighboring community, Corvallis.
A Philomath Community Response Team comprised of city officials and residents completed a
community SWOT analysis and strategic plan in 1993. The team works regularly on its
implementation. The 1995 Philomath City Council is currently considering ways of surveying the
community to define its perspective on growth and to determine the need for maintaining a
distinct Philomath atrno sphere.

Wren/Summit/Blodgett/Hoskins & Kings Valley
One third of Benton County's population resides in rural communities. All of these communities
began as timber based settlements providing a labor force for the Coast Range timber industry,
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lumber mills, or junctions for the network of small gauge railroads threading the Coast Range
between 1880 and 1940. As timber harvesting activities declined and became less labor intensive,
these communities made a transition first into agricultural activities and since 1960 their
residents have increasingly become tied to either self-sufficiency or employment in Corvallis,
Albany, and other urban centers in the Willamette Valley.
Wren is a small community located six miles west of Philomath. It was the site of a re- saw mill
that formerly employed 6 workers but was sold for salvage and removed in mid-1993. Wren
community members are just beginning a community-based strategic planning effort to identify
economic and quality oflife opportunities for their town.
Summit, Blodgett, and Hoskins are a network of rural communities located 20 miles west of
Philomath which share an elementary school, grange, and rural fire department. The 1990
Census indicated that their combined population was 426 residents. A number of these residents
continue to work as independent contractors for timberland management activities in the Coast
Range. Others commute to Corvallis and Philomath for employment.
Hoskins was the site of one of the first U.S. Army installations in Oregon, established in 1844 to
separate settlers and Coast Range Native Americans. Later it became the site of several major
timber mills and served as the junction between Coast Range small gauge railroads and rail lines
serving the Willamette Valley. Benton County acquired the Fort Hoskins site in 1992 and plans to
develop visitor facilities at this national historic landmark.
POPUlATION
Population trends help estimate demand and forecast future needs. Data from the Center for
Population Research and Census at Portland State University show an increase in Benton
County since the 1990 Census at approximately 1.5% per year- estimating 75,400 persons for
1994 and 76,320 for 1995 and on to 81,824 for the year 2000- a 15.6% increase over ten years.
Population Comparisons of Incorporated Areas
Cities

1980

1985

1900

Adair

500

500

525

Corvallis

40,960

41,580

43,713

Monroe

412

460

400

Philomath

2,673

2,640

2,722

Benton County

68,211

68,211

70,811

1995

2000

45,680

54,000

76,320

81,824

The 1990 population for Benton County was 70,811 persons: 52,086 (73.6%) urban and 18,725
(26.4%) rural. Age profile is fairly consistent with the rest of the Willamette Valley, with the
majority of the population aged 25 to 44. Approximately 14,000 Oregon State University students
located in Corvallis are included in the urban population figures.
Benton County, unlike any other area in the region shows a small percent (9.2%) of its
population aged 65 and older and a large percentage (21.1 %) of its population aged 18 to 24
years. The large student population at Oregon State University affects the percentage of 18 to 24
year olds. Whereas Lane County's population of the same age group (which includes the
University of Oregon student population) makes up 11.8% of its total population.
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Age Profile

1990

Percent

1980

0-9 years

8987

12.7

8386

Percent
12.3

10-17

6783

9.6

7045

10.3

18-24*

14909

21.1

17954

26.3

25-34

11352

16.0

13289

2.0

35-44

11138

15.7

6878

10.1

45-54

6243

8.8

5001

7.3

55-64

4570

6.5

4521

6.6

65-74

4017

5.7

2940

4.3

75+

2812

4.0

2197

3.2

Total

70811

68211

Benton County median age:

29.6

25.5

Oregon median age:

34.5

30.2

* affected by large student population at Oregon State University

The percent of families with children is fairly consistent with the regional average. The number
of married couples with children decreased over the ten year period from 1980 to 1990, while the
single parent households increased. The number of households with only one person is higher in
Benton and Lane Counties than the rest of the valley, again generally affected by the presence of
the two state universities. Family income levels in Benton County are higher, attributed to the
professional occupations in education and high technology.
According to the Oregon Employment Department, Benton County has one of the highest inmigrations of people relocating from other counties or other states. Less than half of the
residents (aged five years and over) were still living in the same house they occupied five years
earlier. Approximately 36.5% moved to Benton County from other areas. There is limited outmigration since Benton County's urban-centered employment base continues to rise.
Households

1990

Percent

1980

Percent

Single (1) person

6594

25.2

5678

23.7

with children

6536

25.0

6810

28.4

no children

7297

27.9

6606

27.6

with children

347

1.3

237

1.0

no children

322

1.2

238

1.0

with children

1327

5.1

1050

4.4

no children

524

2.0

419

1.7

3179

12.2

2935

12.2

26126

100.0

23973

100.0

Two or more persons
married couple

male householder

female householder

non-family househoider
Total
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HOUSING
Cities

Total Units

Adair
Corvallis
Monroe
North Albany
Philomath
Benton County

Specified Owner-Occupied Units

Value (median dollars)

165

42

$55,800

17,307

6,189

71,000

206

104

38,100

1,545

1,169

77,400

1,145

507

54,100

27,024

10,846

72,900

Median Family Income

1989

State Rank

1979

State Rank

Benton

35,559

3

21,068

4

Polk

31,641

7

19,516

9

Marion

31,415

8

19,211

12

Lane

30,763

11

19,481

11

Linn

29,421

15

18,533

18

Oregon

32,336

20,028

ASSESSED PROPERTY VALUES

The highest property tax rates are found in areas of North Albany, Philomath, and Corvallis. The
percentage of 1994-95 taxes collected by Benton County were distributed to the various taxing
districts including: schools (51.09%), cities (28.68%), county (16.57%), and miscellaneous (3_66%)
such as fire & road districts, etc.
A ten-year comparison can be made of the assessed (100% market) value of Benton County and
the total tax imposed. While the assessed value has increased 97.39%, the total tax imposed has
increased 27.69%. The impact of Measure 5 is illustrated in the 1993 to 1994 figures which show
an increase assessed value but a decrease in to tal tax imposed.
Ten-Year County-wide Assessed Value & Tax Comparison
Taxes

Year

Assessed Value

1984

1,801,790,538

44,016,238

1989

1.759,813,267

55,565,034

1992

2,591 '166,385

56,837,696

1993

3,223,764,747

58,864,502

1994

3,556,644,404

56,204,234

ECONOMY

The Benton County employment base is one of the most stable in the state. The presence of
Oregon State University and the continual increase in high tech employment due to HewlettPackard expansions in Corvallis influence the economic well-being of the area. Benton County
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generally records the second lowest jobless rate in the state. In 1993, rates fluctuated around 3.8 4.0%. In 1994, an all-time low of 2.2% was recorded in November, followed by 2.8% in December.
The record high in 1994 was 4.4%.
In contrast to Benton County, the state's average jobless rate fluctuates around 7.5% and
neighboring Linn County generally posts unemployment rates just below 10%. Benton County's
all-time high in unemployment was in January 1975 at 10.2%; Linn county's all-time high was at
18.4% in January 1983. Out of 32 reporting districts, Benton County regularly records the lowest
or second lowest unemployment. Linn County often is ranked 25th out of the 32 reporting
districts.
Education & Government

State and local education make up the County's largest industry, accounting for approximately
9,570 jobs or 29% of the non-agricultural employment. State and local education includes the
local public school districts as well as Oregon State University. Employment fluctuates with
school terms and is expected to continually decrease due to Measure 5' s property tax limitation
impacts. In Spring 1994, schools reported 230 fewer jobs than in 1992. Other federal and state
and local public administration employment total approximately 1,870 jobs or 5% of the nonagricultural employment.
Durable Goods Manufacturing

Hewlett-Packard, now ranked the 20th largest private employer in Oregon, is responsible for
about 90% of the increase in Benton County's manufacturing sector. During its 1993 expansion,
Hewlett-Packard added approximately 40 to 120 jobs per month for a total year-end increase of
900 jobs and two-year increase of 1,470 new jobs since January 1992. In Spring 1994, HewlettPackard announced yet another expansion for an office complex.
In 1994, Benton County employers added 1,050 workers, 550 jobs were in high tech manufacturing. Over the past four years approximately 2,190 jobs have been added to the industry. The
only other significant employment gain has been an increase of about 200 jobs per year in the
service industry.
Forestry
A continuing change in Benton County's economic profile is the loss of approximately 200 jobs
in lumber and wood products as logging operations and mills are affected by lumber prices and
supply problems. Four rural communities: Alsea, Philomath, Summit/Blodgett, and Monroe are
recognized by state and federal government as "timber dependent" and in need of economic
diversification. Alsea is one of Benton County's most timber dependent communities because of
its western location across a 1,230' summit and at the center of 120,000 acres of prime
timberland.

The City of Philomath and its vicinity has the largest concentration of wood processing
industries and timber-related service firms in Benton County. Philomath continues to be the
home of six mill operations with total employment of approximately 480. These firms have had
to reduce their workforce by as much as 50 percent as timb~r and reforestation activities on
federal lands have all but stopped in both the Siuslaw National Forest and Bureau of Land
Management administered lands in Benton County since 1992.
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Agriculture

Farm lands in Benton County range from traditional family scale operations to sprawling grass
seed ranches to five-to ten-acre specialty products farms. Gross farm sales for Benton County on
all crops generally rank 13th in the State out of 36 counties. In grass and legume seeds, the
county frequently ranks fourth behind other mid-Willamette Valley counties. In specialty
products, it ranks ninth.
Agriculture and forestry employment in the rural communities of the county are more
dependent on the land base. Management of these areas is of concern to state land-use agencies.
Policies are continually made to regulate multiple use and provide protective management as
urban development encroaches on agricultural lands and as watersheds and fish and wildlife
habitats need protection.
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Benton County Government Profile
Benton County government, established in 1847, was the seventh county to be organized in
territorial Oregon. It is one of nine Oregon counties governed by Home Rule Charter, adopted by
voters in 1972, for the purpose of providing local authority over local matters. The charter
describes the organization of county government. It allows for the election of three full-time
commissioners with the power to enact ordinances, enter into contractual agreements, appoint
non-elected officials, and administer county affairs. The assessor, district attorney, and sheriff
are also elected. Benton County government currently provides services in the following areas:
COUNTY MANAGEMENT & GOVERNING SYSTEMS

Board of Commissioners
Responsible for central management and policy-making. Receives citizen input
and conducts public hearings. Acts as liaison with state and federal officials and
other public agencies and organizations.
Assessor
Assures all real and personal property is valued in a fair and equitable manner so
that distribution of tax levies are uniform on all taxable property. Computes tax
rates for all taxing districts.
County Counsel
Provides legal advice and legal services to the Board of Commissioners and
county departments on all civil matters. Manages community Law Library.
Finance & Taxation
Performs all county accounting functions, collects property taxes and distributes
taxes to all taxing districts.
Records & Elections
Records legal documents including licenses, deeds, contracts, and financial
statements. Registers voters. Manages all County legislative, judicial, and administrative records. Administers Board of Equalization, Veterans Services, and
all elections.
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LEGAL

MANDATE

DEPARTMENT

FUNCTION

Board of Commissioners

county budget operation

yes

Assessor

County Counsel

Finance & Taxation

Records & Election

information resources, training & maintenance

ID

record keeping & commissioner office support

yes

personnel management

yes

community relations

ID

youth services coordination

yes

valuation of all properties in county

yes

tax rate calculations

yes

assessment/property record keeping

yes

mapping

yes

contract/legal document review

ID

legal document drafting

ID

legal opinions/ consultation

ID

law library

yes

litigation

ID

property tax collection

yes

tax distribution to all districts

yes

county accounting operations

yes

foreclosed property oversight

yes

elections administration/ oversight

yes

veteran's services

ID

county office of record administration

yes

records management-archives/microfilm services

ID

board of equalization

yes
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INFRASTRUCTURE & COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Development

Develops and administers county comprehensive plan, zoning and land division
regulations. Administers building code regulations, issues permits, and performs
inspections.
Fair&Parks

Maintains and operates fairgrounds and manages fair events. Develops and
maintains County parks and open space investments, facilities, and recreational
programs.
Public Works

Manages and operates the county road system and public facilities. Plans, constructs, operates, and maintains water and sewer systems, drainage, and bridge
work, including special service districts.
LEGAL

DEPARTMENT
Development

Fair &Parks

Public Works

FUNCTION

MANDATE

building permits

yes

utility permit coordination

m

land use planning

yes

building & planning services for rural areas

yes

citizen involvement in long-range advanced planning

yes

grantwriting

m

year-round fairgrounds operation

ID

annual county fair

ID

parks and open space system

ID

recreational trails development

ID

family recreation opportunities

ID

community planning

ID

parks facility maintenance & landscaping

ID

county government facilities landscaping

ID

corrections work program

ID

transportation system engineering

yes

road maintenance

ID

rural water and waste water systems

ID

geographic evidence and land division records

yes

county government facilities management

yes

vehicle and equipment fleet management

ID

regulatory and safety compliance

yes
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HUMAN SERVICES, HEALTH AND SAFETY

Health

Administers and enforces public health and sanitation laws for the preservation of
health and prevention of disease. Provides and coordinates public health and immunization clinics, medical diagnosis and treatment, and investigation of disease
outbreaks. Monitors and investigates public water and sewage systems, hazardous
waste, food handling, and public facilities. Provides diagnosis and treatment of
emotional, developmental, alcohol, and drug problems including 24-hour crisis
service, out-patient and inpatient treatment programs.
Juvenile

Enforces and monitors court orders directing services to children and their families.
Provides assistance to children responsible for delinquent acts through advocacy,
prevention, and early intervention.
District Attorney
Prosecutes violators of state law. Provides crime victim assistance. Represents the
state on juvenile matters and enforces child support orders.
Sheriff
Promotes public safety. Patrols and maintains security of county roads, private
homes, and businesses. Conducts criminal investigations, detects and apprehends
law violators. Operates county correctional facility and houses city, county, state,
and federal prisoners. Responsible for misdemeanor and felony parole and probation. Process and serves civil and criminal documents. Prepares for emergency actions and disaster hazards; responsible for all search and rescue missions.

DEPARTMENT

FUNCTION

LEGAL
MANDATE

Health

children & family well ness programs

yes

communicable disease treatment & immunizations

yes

Juvenile

medically indigent intervention services

m

community health information & referral services

m

mental health crisis & treatment services

yes

regional psychiatric patient program coordination

m

advocacy for & treatment of developmentally
disabled

yes

alcohol & drug treatment services

yes

facilities inspection & health hazard monitoring

yes

nuisance abatement & solid waste management plan

m

court investigations

yes

juvenile hearings attendance

yes

record keeping & legal file maintenance

yes
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DEPAR1MENT

DistrictAttomey' s Office

Sheriffs Office

FUNCTION

LEGAL
MANDATE

dispositional recommendations

yes

court information & assistance

yes

case management & probation

m

competency & support groups

m

crime prosecution

yes

coordinated court assistance in adjudication of
delinquency & child welfare

yes

child support obligation enforcement

yes

crime victim assistance

yes

dog control enforcement

yes

Sheriff is the chief executive officer and conservator
of the peace of the county

yes

Arrest and commit to prison all persons who break
the peace, or attempt to break it, and all persons
guilty of public offenses

yes

Defend the county against those who, by riot or
otherwise, endanger the public peace or safety and
investigate public offenses which have been
committed

yes

Execute the process and orders of the courts of justice
or of judicial officers, when delivered to the Sheriff for
that purpose, according to law

yes

Attend, upon call, the Supreme Court, Courts of
Appeals, Oregon Tax Court, circuit court or county
court held within the county and to obey its lawful
orders or directions

yes

Provide jail facilities for incarceration oflocal
offenders

yes

Provide probation/parole services as agreed with the
Oregon Department of Corrections

m

Provide emergency preparedness,
disaster/emergency management services for the
unincorporated areas of the county as agreed with
the Oregon Emergency Management Administration

m

Provide law enforcement services for the Oregon
Marine Board as agreed with the Oregon State
Marine Board

m

Provide drug interdiction and eradication services as
agreed with the federal Drug Enforcement
Administration

m

Provide Civil Emergency Response with special
weapons and tactics for hostage negotiations and
high-risk search warrant service

m
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Past & Projected Financial Resources
GENERAL FUND
Overview
The General Fund has grown and changed substantially in the last 10 years. Ten years ago 68% of
income was from property taxes and forest revenues. Today less than 49% comes from those
sources. If current trends continue the ratio will be under 40% in less than five years.
The fund contains the budgets for a complex set of independent and interdependent services. It
is funded increasingly with a widening mix of local, state and federal sources. It is likely a future
of increasing responsibility for planning and delivering services historically conducted through
the state.
Taxes
The last county tax base was established in 1986. A provision of the Oregon Constitution allows
the dollar value of a tax base to be increased up to 6% annually. The rate of taxation per
thousand dollars of assessed value has declined sharply since 1990 because of new construction
and a tight housing market.
Property taxes provide 70% of the revenue the county can use for any legal purpose. It is the
backbone of funding for most general government services such as law enforcement, jails and
prosecution, public health, parks, or elections. For example the departments of Law
Enforcement, District Attorney and Juvenile had budgets with general purpose county funds
equal to 74% of net taxes in the current budget year (FY94-95).
Property tax revenues to fund county services have not been affected by the 1990 property tax
limitation initiative known as measure 5. Based on currently authorized levies, and with the
current economic climate, it is highly unlikely the limitation will affect county resources for the
next five to 10 years. However, changes in law such as assessment caps or lower tax rate limits
are being seriously discussed. These would accelerate the arrival of revenue shortfalls.
licenses, Fees & Charges
Income has tripled over the last ten years, but nearly all of the growth has occurred in the last
three years. Land development, home refinancing, and aggressive billing of health services for
Medicaid clients explain most of the increase. The county has also made an effort to price fees
closer to the cost of service provided.
The rapid run up of income will slow, and may decline in some areas such as document
recording. Developments in health service delivery and funding will affect this category.
The Oregon Health Plan will change the income pattern for health services, some of the affects
are not yet fully know because the plan is being phased in. National attention on the role of the
federal government in funding Medicaid and other low income health services may certainly
have an impact in the future.

Benton County General Fund
Revenues and Expense Summary
Sources: Annual Audit Report & Benton County Budget Office
Compiled January 1995
General Fund - Current Revenues (Revenues other than beginning balance)

Item
Taxes
Licenses, Fees & Charges
State/Federal Forest
State Sources
Federal Sources
:Miscellaneous
Total Current Revenues

Actual
84-85
4,958,392
825,798
1,903,543
1,970,027
246,200
313,657
10,217,617

Actual
85-86
5,596,620
876,359
2,058,475
1,892,027
543,020
315,649
11,282,150

Actual
86-87
5,760,041
1,014,473
2,106,519
1,985,404
968,169
224,425
12,059,031

Actual
87-88
5,852,751
1,102,308
2,007,753
2,387,164
792,684
244,059
12,386,719

Actual
88-89
6,227,525
1,121,564
3,188,239
2,906,884
1,027,212
406,208
14,877,632

Actual
89-90
6,701,085
1,280,663
3,423,819
3,005,968
1,392,896
746,578
16,551,009

Actual
90-91
6,900,367
1,277,406
2,971,840
4,290,887
1,599,229
991,190
18,030,919

Actual
91-92
7,310,836
1,460,822
3,063,402
4,737,078
1,844,237
230,342
18,646,717

Actual
92-93
7,814,425
1,629,107
2,656,028
5,447,377
2,234,047
299,319
20,080,303

Actual
93-94
8,221,590
2,553,204
2,454,138
5,960,153
2,435,402
275,954
21,900,441

Actual
87-88
1,130,091
63,552
264,144
1,497,018
10,048
64,293
3,029,146

Actual
88-89
1,678,841
66,657
360,939
1,801,699
12,715
109,351
4,030,202

Actual
89-90
1,406,768
67,774
396,546
2,107,578
10,555
126,350
4,115,571

Actual
90-91
811,000
152,171
254,978
2,392,089
7,904
348,385
3,966,527

Actual
91-92
466,605
146,727
304,288
2,553,900
5,898
49,052
3,526,471

Actual
92-93

Actual
93-94

284,481
283,144
2,666,932
16,432
52,407
3,303,396

281,780
266,819
2,850,765
10,830
296,439
3,706,634

Actual
87-88
119,496
152,020
41,601
1,418
314,535

Actual
88-89
134,521
173,187
42,513
5,064
355,285

Actual
89-90
136,615
194,514
44,639
7,035
382,803

Actual
90-91
162,508
225,354
41,015
71,979
500,856

Actual
91-92
176,978
270,249
41,293
22,808
511,328

Actual
92-93
175,000
326,259
43,892
24,954
570,105

Actual
93-94
170,030
341,107
45,762
17,325
574,224

Road Fund - Current Revenues (Revenues other than beginning balance)

Item
General Fund Support
Licenses, Fees & Charges
Federal Forest
State Sources
Federal Sources
Miscellaneous
Total Current Revenues

Actual
84-85
678,377
108,971
199,666
973,937
9,710
83,739
2,054,399

Actual
85-86
756,690
121,514
206,736
1,089,423
18,015
36,993
2,229,372

Actual
86-87
857,237
71,829
292,720
1,334,775
15,184
42,350
2,614,095

Fair Fund- Current Revenues (Revenues other than beginning balance)

·:·
~
·:·

Item
General Fund Support
License, Fees & Charges
State Sources
Miscellaneous
Total Current Revenues

Actual
84-85
103,116
128,984
38,752
1,410
272,262

Actual
85-86
112,686
142,081
38,673
1,063
294,503

Actual
86-87
115,338
119,897
37,959
1,556
274,750

~

'"C

1:11

z

0
~
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State/Federal Forest

Forest income peaked in 1989. Oregon & California Forest Lands, a staple of general purpose
income is on a set course of gradual decline. 0 & C income now provides less than 20% of
general purpose income. 0 & C lands are embroiled in the controversy over forest management
practices.
The unique history of 0 & C lands makes it highly vulnerable to federal action. Currently federal
legislation shields the county from what otherwise would be a sever decline in income. This
legislation is scheduled for review in a few years. The clash over management philosophy on 0 &
C lands will continue. How it will affect revenues five to ten years from now is very uncertain.
State forest income contributes a small and highly fluctuating general purpose resource of
between $100,000 to $300,000 per year. The source is likely to remain in the near term. However,
it is a biennial target of effort at the legislature to divert it to schools.
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State Sources
Revenues are increasing because of two factors: downsizing or closing state mental institutions
in favor of community based services; and transferring program responsibilities to counties.
Almost all ofthis revenue is dedicated to certain services.

Oregon has moved many programs and services down to the county level for planning and
management, or at least provided counties an option to pick up service delivery. Examples
include adult parole, Commission on Children and Families, pre-school intervention services
and some aspects of juvenile offender services.
The trend of the 1980's was in adult corrections, and community based mental health services
for deinstitutionalized persons. In the early 90's it was youth services. In the latter part of the
1990's it is likely to be more youth services and additional responsibilities in adult and juvenile
offender custody.
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The policy issue represents a decision that local planning and delivery of service is most
responsive to individual community needs. The danger is the possibility transfer of services will
not be accompanied by adequate funding support.
State sources also include state taxes shared with local governments. Examples include cigarette,
liquor and beer and wine excise taxes.

Federal Sources
Revenues for non-timber federal sources increased for the same reason state support increased,
deinstitutionalization of mental health patients. In some cases revenue followed client transfers.
In some cases new or expanded federal support was authorized. Services outside of mental
health include family planning, infant nutrition (WIC), and child health.
Some federal resources are available because the state provides matching funds. With both
federal and state governments under fiscal pressure, and a renewed drive to balance the federal
budget, these sources are at some degree of risk.

Miscellaneous
The bulk of this category is interest earnings. Occasionally, unusual non-reoccurring resources
are available. These include income from Fund close-outs. This is a very small category chiefly
driven by interest rates, and availability of idle cash for investment.
ROAD FUND

General Fund Support
Untill992 General Fund transfers helped finance road maintenance activities. Peak transfer
years coincided with the last good years of general fund receipts from Oregon & California Forest
Lands. There is almost no possibility these transfer will resume without causing service
disruption in the General Fund.
Occasionally general fund support is provided toward road capital improvements on a project
basis. This has been possible because of favorable ending fund balances. It is not a dependable
source, and road projects face stiff competition with other program capital needs.

licenses, Fees & Charges
Revenue includes charges for documents, maps and permits. It also includes income from work
performed for public road districts by county crews. Road district work is responsible for most
income growth.
Federal Forest
This is income from Siuslaw National Forest lands. Benton County, unlike most surrounding
counties does not have a large national forest land base. Receipts are comparatively very low. On
average, income has been fairly constant over time. Like Oregon & California Forest Lands
receipts in the General Fund, annual income is now set by federal legislation.
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Federal law allows the states to designate how much goes to schools or roads. A regular issue in
every legislative session is a proposal to eliminate or reverse the current 75% road -25% school
distribution ratio. With school funding increasingly at issue this proposal may take on new
support.

Road Fund Current Revenue
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State Sources
The predominate income source is a share of state fuel and road use taxes. Growth has come
from tax increases, and some adjustment to the distribution formula. An increase in state fuel
taxes is not likely in the next two years. And perhaps marginally possible in 1997. This revenue
source will peak at an annual level of about $3.1 million in FY 95-96.
Federal Sources
This income represents small shares of in-lieu tax payments made for non-forest federal lands in
the county. It is a small source and subject to annual federal appropriation.
Miscellaneous
Income consists mostly of interest earnings on idle cash or miscellaneous contract services.
FAIR FUND

General Fund Support
General Fund support of fairgrounds operations has decline as a percent of budget every year for
the last 10 years. The ability of the General Fund to continue to subsidies will be tested over the
next few years. The General Fund transfer in FY 94-95 was the lowest since 1989. A long held
county goal has been to reduce and possibly eliminate general fund support. To do that and
remain a viable operation will be the challenge of the future. The General Fund has also
contributed to capital improvements on the grounds but that funding is not accounted for in the
Fair Fund.
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Fair Fund Current Revenue
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license, Fees & Charges
This source of revenue is key to maintaining operations. It comes from facility rentals, sales of
services and admission, concessions and sponsorships at the annual fair. Development and
maintenance of the facility probably will be keyed to facilities that can produce return on
investment.
State Sources

Historically county fairs have received some support from the Oregon State Fair and State Racing
Commission. The amount is fixed with little to no change. Recently it has been the object of
proposed reduction at the state level.
Miscellaneous
Income includes fund interest earnings, and since 1990 cash from donations and sponsorships
of fairground events.

Trends & SWOT Analysis
A primary purpose of organizational strategic planning is to learn from past and present
experiences and envision a future with the necessary steps to achieve that future. A situation
analysis provides the means for assessing past and present experiences and future consequences. The analysis includes identifying trends, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats for both the organization (internal) and its community (external). Influences and
conditions may arise out of a variety of situations including economic and social needs, citizen
or legal mandates, funding constraints, technological advances, or management practices.
For Benton County, the analysis was made to determine:
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l.

the internal and external influences on planning and performance and

2. the conditions within the urban and rural communities, and within individual and family
households.
This assessment followed a public sector model which relates the analysis of strengths and
weaknesses to the internal organization and opportunities and threats to the external
community- our citizens, constituents, and clientele.
COMMUNITY & ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS DEFINED

Characteristics or components of the community were considered to include:
+

people (e.g., demographics, community attitudes & values, political climate)

+

economy (e.g., economic base, key industries, labor force, tax structure)

+

social conditions (e.g., health, wealth, education)

+

infrastructure & environment (e.g., transportation & communication network, utilities,
land use, community expectations)

+

quality oflife (e.g., housing, recreation, retail services, health services, university
presence, area attributes)

+

resources (e.g., state & federal governments, local governments, professional service
organizations, citizen groups)

Characteristics or components of the organization were considered to include:
+

personnel (i.e., front line staff, management, elected officials, represented and nonrepresented staff)

+

facilities

+

services

+

fiscal management

+

planning

+

public interaction

+

organizational culture (e.g., values)

Data was collected from factual reports, other related planning documents, and organizational
and community-based surveys. A complete list of trends and strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats (SWOTs) was generated.
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Benton County Trends & SWOT List
Community Trends/Community Opportunities & Threats
COMMUNITY
TRENDS

COMMUNITY
OPPORTUNITIES & THREATS

People

People

•

Benton County population is increasing at
about 1% per year. Most of this growth is
in incorporated areas which make up twothirds of the population.

•
•

Ethnic populations are increasing.

+

There is an increasing income gap
between new residents and traditional
citizens.

School age population is increasing at a
rate faster than the general population.

Economy

•

Benton County population is highly
educated, well-informed, and responsible.

•
•
•

Residents are equally concerned over local
and global issues.
There is increasing social intolerance.
There is decreasing trust in
government/ community leadership.

Economy
+
Private sector high technology growth will

•
•

The personal income of Benton County
residents is relatively stable.
The cost of living in Benton County is
rising faster than the state average,
including housing.

+

Non-traditional workplaces (e.g., home
occupations and cottage industries) will
generate increased small business start-ups.

•

The urban economy is increasing in
relation to the rural economy.

+

Measure 5 impacts on state and local
education will result in decreased public
employment

•

Public employment is decreasing. Most
job creation is in small businesses as a
percentage of total jobs.

+

A further reduction in available timber will
result in decreased lumber and wood
products employment

•

OSU may not be able to attract highest
quality professors, students, and funding.

+

Less financial support for education will
result in an inadequately trained
workforce.

•
•

Industries are more technologically
sophisticated.

•

Oregon's timber-based economy has
peaked and is in decline.

•

The shift of jobs from timber industry to
other industries may not provide
employment to displaced workers.

•

Benton County's agricultural sector is
stable.

Benton County's high tech industry is
expanding and will continue to create
spin-off companies.

continue to increase.
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COMMUNITY
TRENDS

COMMUNITY
OPPORTUNITffiS & THREATS

Social Conditions

Social Conditions

•
•
•

Single parent households are increasing.

•

Financial support for public education is
decreasing.

Juvenile violence is increasing.
Federal and state health plan may affect
the resource base and role of public
health services.

Infrastructure & Environment

•
•

Maintenance of roads and bridges is
declining.
Traffic is increasing at a faster rate than
population growth.
The demand for use of public roads for
recreational activities is increasing.

•

The demand for bike paths and adequate
maintenance of existing bike paths is
increasing.

•

The demand for open space/greenbelt
areas around the urban fringe is
increasing.

+

Public awareness of environmental issues
is increasing.

Quality of Life

•
•

Benton County residents demand a
traditional, small town atmosphere with
modern services, activities, and
awareness.
There is a continuing need for affordable
housing.

•

There is increased demand for cradle to
grave social services.

•

Rural communities have a higher
proportion of substandard housing and
have less access to health care services.

•
•

Society is becoming more violent
Economically disadvantaged citizens and
citizens living below poverty will continue
to increase.

Infrastructure & Environment

•
•

Increased population will create demand
for additional capital improvements.

•

Planning and infrastructure constraints
limit rural development of industrial and
residential sites.

•
•

Degradation of the environment (e.g., air,
water & soil) will increase.

Health and safety hazards will continue to
increase without adequate system
maintenance.

Benton County citizens value and support
open space areas and recreational lands.

Quality of Life

•

The natural environment of Benton
County is one of its greatest assets.

•

Citizens actively participate in historic,
cultural, and educational activities of the
area .

•

A tradition ofvolunteerism and supportive
community organizations support a
"caring" community atmosphere.

+

Residents have access to abundant
educational opportunities.

+

Proximity to other regional retail/service
markets may erode local development
efforts.
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COMMUNITY
TRENDS

COMMUNITY

Resources

Resources

•

OPPORTUNITIES & THREATS

Cooperation is increasing between
government agencies, non-profit
organizations, and the private sector to
meet community needs.

•

New roles and expanding partnerships are
being explored to provide
intergovernmental management
solutions.

+

A constantly changing environment can
lead to creative improvements and bener
use ofresources.

+

Increased service demands, regulations,
and mandates without corresponding
resources creates greater competition
between programs.

•

Citizens are often confused over which
government or public agency is
responsible for what service.

County Government Trends/ County Government Strenghs & Weaknesses
COUNrY GOVERNMENT
TRENDS

COUNrY GOVERNMENT
STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES

Personnel

Personnel

•

Most employ

~s

are computer literate.

•

High emplo· ~e turnover in some
departments increases training
requirements and reduces efficiency.

•
•

There is a lack of training due to
insufficient time and funds.

•

Participative management styles have
become the norm.

Increased meetings and workload bas
resulted in more stress on employees.

•
•
•
•

Benton County staff is responsive, highly
productive & innovative.
There is an improved sense of teamwork .
Turf protection in some departments
frequently makes cooperation difficult
There is a lack of fully centralized
personnel policies and workforce
training.
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COUNfY GOVERNMENI'

COUNI'Y GOVERNMENI'
TRENDS

STRENGI'HS & WEAKNESSES

Facllitles

Facllities

•

County buildings may be inadequate to
provide services demanded by the public.

•

Funding for long-range facility needs
must be secured.

+

Facilities are dispersed, decentralized,
and disjointed.

+

Citizens must "run around" between
departments and staff communications
are inefficient

+

Office/conference areas and parldng are
inadequate.

+

Costs will continue to increase to keep
up with changing technology and
provide needed training and support for
PCs.

Services

Services

•

The federal and state governments are
moving to transfer responsibility without
corresponding funding.

•

•
•
•

State and local governments are expected
to provide more services.

•

+

There is a demand for more public
protection of natural resources.

+

The shift to upscale development in the
County is resulting in increased demand
for urban level services.

Service problems are becoming more
regional.
Corrections is responsible for increased
requirements of sanctioning at the local
level.

Fiscal Management

•
•

Cooperation/partnerships between
government agencies is increasing.
The County lacks adequate systems to use
all data available.

•
•

All departments cooperate to prioritize
and deliver services under diminished
resources.
It is difficult to unify the County
organization because of the wide range
of services.
Rural, remote areas are difficult to access
to provide a wide range of services.
A decline in service quality is inevitable
under diminished resources.

Fiscal Management

•
•

Benton County's financial resources are
well managed and well reported.
Future processes will be critically
evaluated as to their relative cost benefit

COUNIT GOVERNMENI'
TRENDS

COUNIT GOVERNMENI'
STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES

Planning

Planning

Benton County government will continue
to implement future planning tools,
including Total Quality Management
principles and strategic planning.

•

The organization recognizes the need for
change.

•

•

There is good management/staff
participation in decision-making.

Limited residential land in rural areas will
require land use changes to meet demand.

•

Alternative forms of transportation are
increasing in use (i.e., transit, bike,
pedestrian, and rail).

•
•

•

Public Interaction

•
•

There is decreasing trust in government
There is more demand for accountability.

•
•
•

A shift to performance outcomes will help
guide management decisions.
Electronic communications are changing
office work patterns.
Benton County is moving to unify its
mission, vision, and values across all
departments.

The organization often lacks the capacity
to respond to issues and trends, make
and evaluate decisions, and alter or
change the action, policy, or service
when necessary.

Public Interaction

•
•

Organizational Culture

Elected officials & departments often
react to the "squeaky wheel."

Active, informed citizen volunteers work
on Benton County policy and advisory
committees throughout the
organization.
Benton County staff needs to provide
quality orientations, training, and
support to citizen advisory board
members.

•

A positive, professional public image is
maintained by staff.

•

Among urban populations, there is a
general lack of understanding of county
government

•

Among rural populations, there is a
general lack of understanding of county
government

Organizational Culture

•

Management and staff are interested in
serving the needs of county residents
and developing a forward thinking,
learning organization.

•

A cooperative attitude among the elected
officials reduces divisiveness in the
organization and community.

•

VISionary leadership has been limited in
the past

•

New management initiatives take time
away from general service activities.
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BENTON COUNTY
STRATEGIC PLAN

Quick Reference
to Plan Components

BENTON COUNTY MISSION
Mission outlines the overall purpose and ideal reason for our organization's existence.
Making Benton County a better place to live.
.
Benton County g011ernment brings to its citizenry the authority, structure, and serv1ces to respond to public
concerns and opportunities and provides a means for local deCISion-makmg.

I
RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibilities represent the legal and moral
obligations of the whole Benton County government
organization.

VALUES
Values reflect the beliefs and standards
considered important to the Benton County
community and organization; its values have direct
bearing on public policy and the overall direction of
the organization.
PEOPLE
Our ability to accomplish our mission depends
upon our people. From the people served to those
who serve. people are the source of our strength
and our vitality.
RESPECT
All citizens and employees are important
contributors. We treat one another ~th respect.
care, and integrity.

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
Provides county-wide leadership and promotes a
strong sense of communrty and cttizen action. Works
in partnership with various public and private
organizations to improve coordination, cooperation,
and collaboration and deliver effective services
directly to the people. Fosters a supportive
atmosphere of respect for others.
COUNTY MANAGEMENT AND
GCVERNING SYSTEMS
Promotes continuous improvement and enhanced
performance of all county staff and processes.
Ensures a democratic process and leadership on a
local level through elections and public hearings.
Administers property valuation, taxation, and revenue
disbursement for all local taxing districts. Acts as
administrative and service branches of the state.

OPENNESS
1- INFRASTRUCTURE AND
If we are true to our mission. we must remain open
COMMUNITY RESOURCES
to challenge, debate, and change.
Provides for orderly growth and manages the
capac~y and standards for public and private
COMMUNITY
development, integrated rural utilities. and
We enjoy a special place ~th unique assets and
transportation systems. Provides access to and use
relationships among people. The continUing
of county facilities. Conserves and promotes the
enjoyment and celebration of these tangible and
natural aesthetic qualrty and historic, cultural, and
intangible assets depends on maintaining pride in
recreational resource base of the area.
and commitment to our community.
SELF-GOVERNMENT
Our mission is based on the right of people to
govern themselves through the democratic
process. Elected and appointed representatives.
entrusted ~th the powers and responsibilities of
the home-rule charter, are protectors and
guarantors of that right and process.

HUMAN SERVICES, HEALTH AND SAFETY
Addresses relevant social needs of those whose
condrtions are impacted by age, race, poverty,
hea~h. disabilrty, and abuse. Promotes mental.
physical, and community well ness and well-being.
Protects cnizens of all ages against public health
threats from disease and ha7.ardous substances.
Ensures the safety of persons and property from acts
of crime and negligence and at times of accident and
disaster. Utilizes preventive and corrective systems
to encourage safe and productive communities.
Promotes opportunities for economic prosperity and
diversification.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Principles indicate the manner in which we should
conduct our business and respond to our key
stakeholders.
Responsiveness, open communication, and shared
knowledge with the people we serve is essential to
accomplish our mission.
Flexibilrty, prioritization, creativrty, and continuous
improvement are essential to our continued
success.
We have an obligation to the people we serve to
provide them the opportunrty to strengthen thei'
social and economic well-being. The security,
safety and heaijh of people is a fundamental
concern of county government, accomplished by
sharing and coordinating with other agencies.
organizations and individuals.
1- Our responsibilrty includes the prudent and socially
responsible investment, stewardship, and
conservation of resources entrusted to our
management. Where possible, we will give priorrty
to preventive rather than remedial measures or
programs.

Program decisions should reflect a commttment to
qualrty and durability rather than expediency and
short-term advantage. We recognize that in some
cases a short-term disadvantage may provide a
long-term advantage.
Together. we will create and maintain a work
environment that utilizes the full intellectual
capabilities of all Benton County employees. instills
respect among and between all employees. fosters
open and continuing communication, and develops
teammrk. Our mrk environment will encourage
learning, challenge all to perform to the best of
their abilrties. and equrtably compensate for quality
service.

I

rs~~~vision describes the ideal image of what the organization should look like in the future when it achieves its full potential.
OUR COMMUNITY
.
·
· 1· b'l'ty
As Benton county grows more dverse and urbanized, Benton County government ~II be a leader mfostenng commumty 1va 11 .
and the individual rights of people to govern themselves through the democratic process. County offiaals 1'.111 develop the
necessary tools to handle a broad array of complex public issues and be fiexible and creative m edapftng to changmg needs,
events and circumstances. The citizens of Benton County 1'.111 v1ew county government as compassionate, we!l-orgamzed,
colla~rative and operating ~thin the law. Benton County government ~II help maintain one of the safest, healthiest, and
economically stable county environments in the State of Oregon.
OUR PARTNERSHIPS
In carrying out our decision-making and problem-solving responsibilities, the public good of our citizenry is paramount. Benton
County government ~II take leadership in promoting systems thinking and shared respons1b11it1es v.1th other umts of g011ernment.
The coordination of authority among and between local. state, and national levels of government and the mfluences of public policy
will be considered thoughtfully and cautiously.
OUR ORGANIZATION
.
.
.
Benton county g011ernment will be committed to mrking as one unified organization to respond to public concerns and ach1eve Its
goals. Innovation. creativity, cost efficiency, and improvement 1'.111 continue to be encouraged. CoordinatiOn, cooperation, and
collaboration ~II be the norm. County employees ~II respect each other. and stnve for excellence 1n all that tney do. Employees
will work to their full potential; their value and support recognized for the contribution that it makes to the success of t~e
organization. Citizens ~II trust our management, value our work. and support our efforts. As _guardians on the publics behalf,
Benton County government will continually add value to the 11ves of a grov.1ng population and 1ts sense of community.

BENTON COUNTY MISSION
Mission outlines the overall purpose and ideal reason for our organization's existence.

Goal I

Goal II

Making Benton County a better place to liveBenton County government brings to its citiZenry the authority, structure, and services to respond to public concerns and
opportunities and provides a means for local decision-making.

COMMUNilY LEADERSHIP

COUNlY MANAGEMENT & GOVERNING SYSTEMS
r-

Be responsive to our citizens.

T

?

VISION
A shared vision describes the Idea/Image of what our organization should look like In the future when It achieves Its full potential.

OBJECTIVE A
Implement methods to ensure
an open, informed dialogue
with the public.

/

/

OBJECTIVE B
Promote systems thinking.
improved communications,
collaboration, and partnerships
to plan and deliver services.

OBJECTIVE C
Promote an environment of
respect for people, their ideas,
similarities, and differences.

OUR PARTNERSHIPS
In carrying out our decision-making and problem-solving responsibilities, the public good of our citizenry is paramount Benton
County government will take leadership m promoting systems thinking and shared responsibilities with other units of government
The coordination of authority among and between local, state, and national levels of government and the influences of public policy
will be considered thoughtfully and cautiously.
OUR ORGANIZATION
Benton County government will be committed to working as one unified organization to respond to public concerns and achieve its
goals. Innovation, creativity, cost efficiency, and improvement will continue to be encouraged. Coordination, cooperation, and
collaboration will be the norm. County employees will respect each other, and strive for excellence in all that they do. Employees will
work to their full potential; their value and support recognaed for the contribution that it makes to the success of the organization.
Citizens will trust our management, value our work, and support our efforts. As guardians on the public's behalf, Benton County
government will continually add value to the lives of a growing population and its sense of community.

Goal IV

Goal Ill
INFRASTRUCTURE AND COMMUNilY RESOURCES
Improve planning efforts to balance growth,
development and quality of life

\.

OBJECTIVE A
Plan for and support the
orderly development of Benton
County.

OBJECTIVE A
Implement the Benton County
Strategic Plan.

OUR COMMUNilY
As Benton County grows more diverse and urbanized, Benton County government will be a leader in fostering community livability,
and the individual rights of people to govern themselves through the democratic process. County officials will develop the necessary
tools to handle a broad array of complex public issues and be flexible and creative in adapting to changing needs, events, and
circumstances. The citizens of Benton County will view county government as compassionate, well-organized, collaborative and
operating within the law. Benton County government will help maintain one of the safest, healthiest, and economically stable county
environments in the State of Oregon.
L-

OBJECTIVE B
Coordinate and support
efficient regional transportation
systems.

OBJECTIVE D
Maintain and improve the
quality of our natural
environment

Create an effective and efficient organization and
utilizes the skills and intellectual copabi/ities of all
employees.

I
1-

OBJECTIVE B
Provide opportunities for
employees to continuously
improve the workplace anil
foster a supportive work
environment

I
OBJECTIVE C
Improve service delivery and
public/customer satisfaction.

I
OBJECTIVE C
Improve service delivery and
public/customer satisfaction.

HUMAN SERVICES, HEALTH, & SAFElY
Develop and support activities that address basic
needs, promote health and safety, and increase
opportunities in employment

OBJECTIVE B
Promote conditions of good
health and prevent disease
within the community and
environment

OBJECTIVE C
Assist individuals and families
in crisis or at risk, and
dependent populations.

OBJECTIVE D
Facilitate the availability of
livable and affordable housing.

OBJECTIVEE
Protect the public from chronic
or dangerous adult and
juvenile offenders.

OBJECTIVE F
Promote and support efficient
and coordinated public safety
and criminal justice practices.

OBJECTIVE G
Reduce death, injury, and
property damage from
accidents and disasters.

OBJECTIVE H
Promote a vital economy with
adequate employment,
educational, and job training
opportunities.

OBJECTIVEC
Steward and systematically
fund infrastructure
improvements.

OBJECTIVE A
Foster a community-wide
system which promotes the
well being of children and
youth.

OBJECTIVE E
identify, preserve, and provide
for use significant natural,
cultural, historic. and
recreational resources.

1\..

Benton County Strategic Plan
GOAL!
COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP

Be responsive and accountable tn our citizens.

•

OBJEGIVEA
Implement methods to ensure an
open, informed dialogue with the
public.

1. Collect citizen or service user
information to provide direction for our
actions.
2. Update and implemen~ with
department involvemen~ our
communication plan to share knowledge
and information about county
government seNices..

3. Provide appropriate organizational
and commun:;y resource information to
employees an the public.

OBJECTIVE B
Promote systems thinkin& improved
communications, collaboration, and
partnerships to plan and deliver
services.

'

OBJEG!VEC
Promote an environment of respect
for people, their ideas, similarities, and
differences.

1. Promote systems thinking across all
organizations (private, public and not-forprofit).

1. Implement a proactive poficy for the
county workforce which advocates
respect for all people.

2. Develop a multi- agency, county- wide
approach to working with the state
legislature & federal government

2. Work with other organizations and
governments to protect civil and human
rights.

3. Use multijurisdictional organizations to
address regional issues.

3. Tolerate no discrimination within the
county organization by identifying and
supporting equal access and opportunity
strategies.

4. Constantly assess opportunities for
consolidation or collaboration of service
delivery.

~

BENCHMARKS (Objective A)
~

Percentage of eligible Benton
County residents who wte.

Custome[ Sati~aQion, Percentage of
citizens who are satisfied that county
services are necessary, responsive, and
cost-effective. (by type of service)
!:;ugorne[ Sati~~ctiQn, Percentage of
Benton County residents who think
Benton County is doing a good job
providing services.
Percentage of c~izens who understand
Benton County government
responsibilities.
C!liiJIIJUDitl1 llii:~U~ ~llQ!lll!i:Q2!:
Percentage of citizens who are satisfied
(with county service received) or found
helpful the information received from
contacts with county employees.

BENCHMARKS (Objective B)

BENCHMARKS (Objective C)

Percent:1ie of wlunteers and interns
interest (or satisfied) in a public service
career as a result of their internship or
volunteer experience.

Hate Crimes. Reported crimes against
people or property motivated by prejudice
per 1,000 population.

Cu;;torner ~ati~agjQ[], Percentage of
Benton County residents who think
Benton County is doing a good job
providing services.
~Ql!ernrneot Accountability. Percentage of
County Departments/programs that
employ results-<Jriented performance
measures.

Percentage of citizen volunteers serving
on a Benton County government adviso'Y
board or committee who are satisfied that
their recommendations were carefully and
respectfully considered.
Percentage of Benton County
governmen~ non-profit, and community
a~encies involved in systems thinking
eorts.

County Workforce. Representation as a
percentage of community adult population
(by ethnicity, race, sex, religion, etc.)
County Workfo[Ce Workforce civil rights
complaints as a percentage of the
population .
Sense of community. Percentage of
County residents with a positive view of
the county (their community).

Benton Co~Q%_S~rategic Plan
COUNTY MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNING SYSTEMS
Oeate an effective and effiCient organizatk:ln and utilizes the skills and intellectual capabilities of all empbyees.

•

OBJECTIVE A
Implement the Benton County
Strategk Plan.

)

(

I

•

OBJECTIVE B
)
Provide oppo~unities for employees to
continuous~ improve the workP.Iace
and fos era supportive v.ci"k

•

OBJECTIVEC
)
Improve seoice delivery and public/
customer satisfactk:ln.

1. !n\..Dive employees in implementatk:ln,
evaluation, and monitoring through
orientatk:lns and suggestion efforts.

1. Improve innovation, creative
improvements, and entrepreneurial
efforts.

1. Implement quality and leadership
initiatives.

2. Create a strategic plan implementation
team (SPIT) to provide ongoing oversight

2. Provide opportunities for professional
growth, technkal training, and flexible
work schedules.

2. Provide the tools and financial
resources to successfully complete
management strategies.

3. Develop quality and volume
performance measures (inputs, outputs,
outcomes) at department, division, and
program levels of the organization.

3. Continuously refine performance
classifiCations and fa1r compensatiOn for
every employee.

3. Adopt technologies that improve
service access and delrvery and tram
emp~ees to use them.

1

4. Provide a safe Yv'Orkplace.
4. Institute at least one performance
measure for every critical process.

5. Implement quality and leadership
initiatives.

~
BENCHMARKS (Objecti.!e A)
0m!emrneot ~e[Qcmaar.:e Percentage of
Benton County department and program
areas which demonstrate increased:
·team Vv"Ork
• communication
• greater responsibility
o shared responsibility
o less hierarchy
Government Performancg. Percentage of
departments that employ results-onented
performance measures.
O!stomer Satjsfactjoo Percentage of
County res<Jents who think Benton
County is doing a good job providing
government services.

BENCHMARKS (Objective B)
Goyemmeot performaace Percentage of
Benton Coun!)' department and program
areas which demonstrate increased:
·team v.crk
• communication
• greater responsibility
• shared responsibility
o less hierarchy
Trajojog & Educptjoo Percentage of

~R'6~~~~~Fth~ird~~~~~~~6'hich
hours or more annually in 'NOrk skills or
v.ork processes.
Tmioing & Educatjoo Percentage of
employer payroll dedicated to training and
education.
Emd!1aive Erna!Q~rLEmQb~e Number
of employee suggestk:lns submitted and
implemented as a percentage of total
v.orkforce

BENCHMARKS (Objective C)
CoQ~rmneot EflfQ[CIJaD!:f Percentage of
Benton County department and program
areas which demonstrate increased:
o team work
o communication
o greater responsibility
o shared responsibility
• less hierarchy

Government Performanq~. Percentage of
departments that employ results-oriented
performance measures.
najnjng & Education Percentage of
employees who feel they have necessary
training.
QI~IQOJet ~aii~fg~,;tiQa Percentage of
Benton County res<Jents who think
Benton County is doing a good job
providing government services.

E~!J~l~ ~oo~l~rLE0012l~ Number
of employee suggestions submitted and
implemented as a percentage of total
workforce.

E(Qdtl!:lille EEDQim:erLEmQI~ One to
three year turnover rate of employees.
E£2dJ.J!:t~ Emt:!!~[LEEDQI!:!¥ff Days of

E(Q!ju~:ti~ EED121Q:i.e[lEOH:.!IQ:'f:f One to
three year turnover rate of employees.

sick !eave used per employee.

EroductiM.e Ewi:.!IQx:frLEw!:!IQ~e Days of
sick leave used per employee.

E~!l!:t~f Ern!2!Q¥erLEmR!~
Percentage of employees who feel they
have the necessalY access to technology.

Efelu!:!i~e Em~b~n~rnn~e Number
oempbyees sansI wk
job.

E[Qdu~Iille EWQ!Q~erLErnQ!Q~ff Number
of employees satisfied w<h their job.

Eroduct;ve 'mRloyerLfmRio~
Percentage of County employees whose
compensation is within 10 percent of
regk:lnal average for public and private
employees.

frodtJctive EroQioyer/Employee
Percentage of employees who feel they
have the necessary access to technology.

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~&~~~· Hours

period or less.

eli

~¥~?fiiPs;~:deWDft~iRYh:fa~~~~~~f

•

OBJEOIVE D
Implement strategies whkh will
enhance fiscal management

....,

~

1. Review County financial policies and
continuously examine and improve the
fiscal planning process.
2. Develop a process of long-term
financial management planning to project
resource allocation needs for strategK:
goals and departmental budgets.
3. Create a system to prioritize County
activities and the use of unrestricted
general fund monies.
4. Develop a system of accountability thai
is tied to benchmarks and performance
measures.
1

!
BENCHMARKS (Objective D)
Percentage of total budget allocated to
programs as prk:lritized by the strategic
plan.
Budget process and document meets
standards of government finance officers
association.
Benton County ranking in:
o county (portion) of propeity tax
levy percap<a
• service fees
• other revenue per capita
Percentage of total costs covered by fees
(for fee generating services).

Benton County Strategic Plan
GOAL Ill
INFRASTRUGURE AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Improve planning efforts to balance growth, development, and quality of life.

•

~
OBJEcnVEA
Plan for and support the orderly
development of Benton County.

l
I

OBJEGIVEB
Coordinate and support efficient
regional transportation systems.

)

OBJEGIVE C
Steward and systematically fund
infrastructure impr<Nements.

1. Create new urban fringe agreements
with the cities of CoiVallis, Philomath, and
Albany.

1. Update County Transportation Plan
with an emphasis on public involvement
and inter-agency cooperation.

1. Establish ~ropriate mechanisms for
funding nee ed facility improvements.

2. Complete area specific land use plans
for prioritized urban fringe and outlYing
areas.

2. Establis~P.ropriate mechanism for
funding n
ed road and transportation
improvements.

2. Create an automated and integrated
information system to manage
infrastructure.

) (

•

OBJEGIVED
)
Maintain and improve the quality of
our natural environment.

1. Define and establish Benton County's
role in maintaining and improving the
quality of our natural resources.

•

OBJEGI\/EE
Identify, preseNe, and provide for use
significant natural, cuhural, historic, and """'
j
recreational resources.

1. Develop and adopt comprehensive
trail and parks system plan.

2. Prepare access plan for public facilities
and resources.

3. Pr<Nide for planned alternate modes of
transportation in construction projects.

3. Develop and adopt a business plan for
the Fairgrounds.

4. Develop feolicies which reduce vehicle
miles traveled per capita.

4. Participate in improving rural access to
library seNices.

5. Promote opportunities for cultural
involvement

•

BENCHMARKS (Objective A)

BENCHMARKS (Objective B)

BENCHMARKS (Objective C)

BENCHMARKS (Objective D)

Customer Satjsfacfion Percentage of

MQ!:!ili!UCommuol\)' !&;ign. Vehicle miles
traveled per capita in Benton County per
year.

Community Design Number of County
residents with sewage disposal that does
not meet g<Nemment standards.
(Cumulative number of failing septic
systems per year.)

Ground Water Quality of County ground
water (total amount and percentage that
is contaminated).

County residents who think Benton
County is doing a good job at:
Protecting natural resource lands
Maintaining clean air and water
Maintaining highways, roads, and
bridges
Providing parks and open spaces
Developing transit/transportation
links
Developing clean and attractive
cities
Providing easy access to work,
shops,
parks and recreation
Ewao~ion aod Gmwtb Percentage of
Benton County industrial acreage
identified in comprehensive plans that is
actually suitable for development.

Community Design. Percentage of DeN
developments where occupants are
within 1/2 mile of a mix of stores and
seNices, transit parks, and open spaces.

CommJJojty Desjgo Percentage of
development per year occurring within
urban gro'Mh boundaries.

CommunilY Design;.~esidences per acre

Co?.jmunil¥ Design Percentage of County
resi ents who commute (one-way) within
30 minutes between where they live and
where they work.
8~~es~ ~li:Y~n CQ[mnunities

Percentage of County residents living in
communities with daily scheduled intercity passenger bus, van, or rail seNice.
Ground Ilans(lQrta!iQO Backlog of city,
county, and state roads and bridges in
need of repair and preseiVation.

Access to Facilities Percentage of public
buildings and facilities accessible to all
County residents with physical disabilities.

!llatuEal lle:i!JUI:!:e ~ D<ls Percentage of
1970 agricuhural and still preseNed for
agricultural use.
fl!a!u[al Resourcij Lapd~ Percentage of
1970 foresnan stir preseNed f0r forest
use.
Nahrwl Rtifn~rce l~nds Percentage of

1990 wet an s stil preseNed as
wetlands.

CornmunilY Design. Percentage of total
land in County which is open space.

MQbilill!lQlrnrnun~ l2ii::iign Percentage

of streets in rural areas that have
adequate pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

fao~gmnjtv Desjgo Percentage of total
an 10 County preseNed as open space.

Number of accidents per million vehide
miles.

Communi!¥ Design. Acres of parks,
designated recreation areas and
designated open space per 1,000
residents.

Number of v.ehicle trips per day.
Percent of County road rated good or
better.
Percent of County bridges rated good or
ab<Ne.

OutdQm RecreatiQn Acres of primitive
and wilderness public land (e.g. Bureau of
Land Management National Forest
SeiVice, Oregon State University) in
County.

BENCHMARKS (Objective E)
Otndoor Recreatjon Acres of mukipurpose public land available for
recreation.
Outdoor Recreation Acres of County

parks and protected recreation land per
1,000 County residents.
Access !o Cutt~ral Enrichment. Rank in per
caprta public and private cultural events
funding.
Access to Cuk~ral Enrichmt Percentage
of County resi ents seN
y a public
library which meets minimum seNice
criteria.

Cu:;tomer ~atisfactioo. Percentage of
County residents who think Benton
County is doing a good job at making
availaole cukural and entertainment
opportunities.

Benton County Strategic Plan

GON.N
HUI#\N SERVICES, HEALTH, AND SAFffi

Develop and support activities that address basic needs, promote health and safety, and increase
opportunlties in employment

2. improve and/or el1minate unsafe
road and drning conditions

3 Combine and coorcinate agency

resources to assess and address
condtiom of substance abuse
4. Improve the availatnity of facilities
and treatment ser-.1ces for the
chrorlcally mentally ill and

developmentally cisabled.

6 Promote immurlzaton of all chldren

7. Develop stbstance abuse prevent on
and reduction services as needed

:~:~~~~[~~:.to l.f)grade

•

w

BENCHMARKS (OBJECfNE B)

BENCHMARKS (Objedlve A)
Early OljldJood Dmlooment
Percentage of children entering

klndergarten meeting specific
develcpment standards for lheir age.

far!y ChldJood Deyelcpment

~~h~~feefa~~~~~ :a:~~~:~nrten
Teen Prernancv Pregnancy rate per
l,OOOfemales ages 10-17.

Vvhose mo!hers: did not use drugs,
a/echo!, tobacco d.uingpregnancy.
Dng-free Teem Percentage of teens
free from involvement Wth alcchdjilhcit
drugs,lt.r:bao:o m 1he pra.ious: month.

Hea(th Care &:cess Percentage of
Ccunty residents .....,th econom'c access
tol:::esichealthcare

{SAME BENCHMARKS AS OBJECTIVE A

PLUS ... ]

~ Percentage of Coon~ residents
that can afford the mediaflilriced Benton
County home for sale.

Housing. Percentage of County residents
that can afford the medan-prked Benton
County home for sale.

~Percentage

~

Housmg. Pe!Centage of County
households (home renters) below
median income spending less than 30
percent of their household inoome on
housing Qnduding Utllities)

Dn.tg{ree Babies Percentage of mfants

BENCHMARK (Objective C)

Housmg. M..rnber of Covnty residents
v.ho 'M:!re homeless at some time in the
last year
Hovsing. Percentage offarmlies with
affordable housing.

of Covnty
residents living 'llohere the air meets
goverrment ambient air quality
standards.

~Percent with

drinking ooter
meeting health standards
~Amount of hazardous

materl<ll

entenng waste stream.
~ Pe!Centwith sewage disposal
meeting health standards
~Percentage

iving in
housing of '!heir choice Wth ade~te
support

~Percentage

Wlo are

employed.
~Percentage

Percentage of County
households (home OYmers) below
median income spendng less than 30
percent of theirhouseho!d.income on
housing (lnduding utJhties)

J::iMin2. Percentage of Countt
households (home renters) below
medan income spencing less than 30
percent of their household income on
housing (inducing uti!!tJes).
~

BENCHMARKS (Objective F)

~Index crimes rate per

~.

Pre:rnatpre MortMy Mmber of dea1hs
rue to unintentional inflries: from motor
vehide accidents per 10,000 anrual!y.

!illke.. Time the judcia! system takes to

1,000: INil!ful murder, aggravated assault
burglal'f, larceny, motorvehide theft,
arsol\ rape.
~ 01her crimes purish~e by

resolve cases.

statute rate per 1,000 (e.gy negligent
homicide, l:idnapp:ng. simple, assault
forgery, fraud, etc.)

Custpmer Sallsfaction Percentage of
County residents vvho fee! safe.

M..rnber of injuries reported from motor
vehicle accidents.

~Jweri!e

arrests per 1,000
1-Jveni!e County residents per year.
~Average rate of
reincarceration of parded offenders
Within three years of initial release.

~Percentage
p~ems

of parole
revocations invdving substance abuse

~

Share of index crime arrests
relative to share of OOJ!t population.

living above

~

~

~

Oeye!oomentl! Disabihties Pe!Centage
living in hous1ng of their choice with
adequate support
Develoomenta! Djsabiljties Percent3ge
v.ho are employed

~

Healthy fulbgs and Todt!ers Percentage

Rural Health care

residents with
health care.

the poverty level.

Percentage ofCrunty
access to basic

geo~1c

PercentageofadtJtsw'th
good health practices.

of babes vklose mothers rece1ved

Develoomenti Djsabj!tties Percentage
living above the poverty level.

adequate prenatal care
Healthy Rabes and Todd em Percentage
of healthy brthwei~t babes.

Prema!! 1re Mortq!jtv Years of potential life
lost (rate per 1,000 popUation).

Hea!tl-rt Babes and Todders Rate per
1,000 ch!dbcaring VYOmen who test
oositive for H1Vatbit1fl

BENCHMA.RKS (ObJective A)- continued
~Percentage

of children ages D--171iving above 100% of the poverty level.

~

f\Unber of clildren abused or neglected per 1,000 persons under 18

~

Spousal abuse: domestic violence calls per 1,000 households

~

Percentage of chldren v.OO are homeless at some time in the past year.

~

Of children bam outside of marriage, the percentage \'kio have legal paternity established in a given year.

~Percentage

of current court ordered child support paid to single parent

M11! Edqcational Attaiocnent Percentage of adUts v.ho have completed high school or equivalent program
~

Jwen1!e arrests per 1,(;()0 juverile county residents per year.

At:cess to Chid Care Percentage of child care facMes <Mich meet established basic standards
Access to Chid Care. Accredited chid care facilities as a percent of regulated clild care faciltties.
Access to Chid Care

~ber of 1dentfied

cf-i!d care slots available for every 100 children under age 13

Access tp Chid Care. Percentage of fam1ies for v.hom dild care is affordable.
Balanced Djs-trib1rtion of !gbs and lorome Percentage of County residents with incomes above 100% of the Federal poverty level.
OIJ!nmer Sa!;jsfactjoo. Percentage of County residents \'kio th!nk Benton County is doing a good job at helping indviOJals and farmhes in need I controlling drug use.

NLXOberof commurities
involved in a community-based strategic
plan for law enforcement

Health practices Percentage of adcJts
and children v.ho use vehicle safety
restraints consistently.

.tl.2!.l:illl.2 Percentage of families v.ith
Percent of st.bstandard housmg.

w
BENCHf<IARKS (Objective G)

BENCHMARKS (Objec>ve E)

M.lmber of County res!dents
Wlo v.-ere homeless at some time in the
last year.
affordable housing.

•

'I'

'

BENCHMARK (Cbjec>ve D)

(SAME BENCHMARKS AS OBJECTIVE A
PLUS ..]

Housing. Percentage of County
households (homeowners) below
median mrome spending less than 30
perc~ntoftheirhouse~ld inoome on
housmg (mdudng utJhties).

s<hod

w

Shareofmdexcnme convictions
relative to share of aOO!t population.

Victimization rates: Homicides
(rate per 10,000 commumty
popciation).

Victimization rates: Hate crimes
(rate per 10,000 communrty
popciation).
Percentage of parole revocations
invol...;ngsubstance abJse prot:(ems.

'
BENCHMARKS (cbjec>ve H)
&;ooO!'Jlc Djyersjtv Percentage of
marufacturing ef'l'\?!otees outside the
state's five largest marufacturing
in!Lstries.

Pe!SQoal Income Level of rea! per capita
income (compared to state average I
compared ethnically)

f'.Unber of accidents: reported per road
miles.

Personal lnwme Percentage of County
residents in the middle income range.

Percentage ?f County residents: li~ng
Wthin iJrisd!ctions with 1he capability to
respond to a disaster, coordinate mlAtiiJrislictional resources, and assist
communities to recover fUiy from the
effects.

Commqtitt Qe5jgn Percentage of
people \'kio comm.Jte (one-way) Wthin
30 mirutes beMeen v.here they live and
v.here they work.

Nl.rnber of residences that meet
standards for access by emergency
velides

Balanced Pistributioo of !rbs & Income
Percentage of Benton County residents
employed outside the CONallis area.
Total Frrp!oyrm:nt Total employment in
Benton County.
~

SmallbJsiness start-ups
per 1,000 p::>p.Jation.
Customer Satjsfactioo Percentage of
County residents v.tlO 1hirlo:. Benton
Coonty is doing a good ]Cb at creating
Jobs I keeping jcbs I promoting Benton
Coonty to other states I promoting
Benton County to other coontries I
provid1ng gwemment seiVices.
P\b!jc [ofrastntcture !westrnent Real per
c~ta captal outlays for faCilities and
system i~rovements (required
infrastruciJ.Jre competed).

